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The Japan Foundation, Bangkok, P.E.N. International Thailand Centre,
a n d T h a i W r i t e r s A s s o c i a t i o n p r o u d l y p r e s e n t e d a l e c t u r e b y p rominent
Japanese writer Mr.IKEZAWA Natsuki on 28 March, 2001.
Mr.IKEZAWA was born in Hokkaido (Northern part of Japan) in 1945.
He has written many novels, poem and essays, such as an Akutagawa-Prize
novel, çStill livesé (1987) and a Tanizaki-Prize novel, çDownfall of Macias Guilié
(1995). His imaginative wolrd is broad and multi-dimensional, ranging from questions on cultural identity of human beings in the actual political and social context
to cosmic inquires on the relationship between nature and living creatures.
This is his lecture on March 2001, which is about his life as a novelist and about issues on contemporary literature.
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Marginal perspective
I was born a month before the end of World War II. I was
brought up in the postwar era, and I believe that I have been
influenced by and have cultivated the new spirit of that period. I was born in Hokkaido, northern part of Japan. That
place had long been regarded and ruled as a half-colony of
Japan, and it was only one and a half centuries ago that it
became Japan's official territory. My ancestors were farmers
who emigrated from the centre to the marginal place of
Japan for reclamation. The fact that I was born in a colonial
border city made me inclined to see Japan in a marginal perspective. I do not simply accept the things and the ways
that most Japanese people take for granted.
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When I was a primary school student, I started to read
books. My main concerns were stories written by foreign
authors. Through such reading experiences did I imagine
that the living standard of foreign countries was higher than
that of Japan. On the other hand, I thought as if I had been
alienated from the contemporary Japan that I knew from
everyday life, radio, and so forth. I doubted whether it was
not a true Japan. I often asked teachers the reason for,
and/or alternatives to their instructions. I was a disobedient
student and hard to deal with for my teachers.
As I came to cultivate a critical mind from childhood, I felt
internal resistance to memorising what was taught at school
without any doubt. That resulted in a failure in an entrance
examination to university three times. This experience also
deepened my feeling of alienation from the Japanese society.
I studied physics at university, because I wanted to study a
universal discipline which should be free from any restrictions
derived from Japanese culture and society. However, physics
was such a highly difficult subject, requiring students to master many complex laws and equations. After three years I
was discouraged and decided to leave the university. I felt
like living a frustrated life in my twenties.
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Under such circumstances I found consolation in reading,
which had become a habit from my childhood. With the
aforementioned background I extensively read foreign literature, paying little attention to Japanese literature. Most of
them were novels. When I read novels, I spent a pleasant
time by escaping from the real world. You can see someone
reading a novel. In a physical sense the reader is there; but,
in a true sense, he or she is existing in the universe of the
novel and is travelling from page to page. It might be that I
tried to seek a sanctuary in novels because I could not find
ontological security in the actual context of the Japanese
society. Japan's economy was not so developed as today,
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and I was a poor student. I had to be contented with being a virtual traveler instead of a real one.
It was not until I became twenty-seven that I went abroad.
Today many young people experience travels abroad at the age of
seventeen or eighteen. I was a late starter. However, once I left
Japan, I alternated between travelling and earning money. Since
childhood I had been trying to swallow up my sense of alienation
from Japanese society by reading novels. After I grew up, this
function was replaced by travelling.
I am fifty-five years old now, and I have visited more foreign
countries than half the number of my age. Most of them are socalled developing countries. I do not go to developed countries so
often. I do not like to use the term "developing country", because
it implies flattery that such a country is in the process of being a
developed one. But there is no guarantee as to when it becomes
a developed country. And developed countries frequently interfere
with the progress of developing countries. Such is what I consider
when I go to developing countries.
As I pursued the pleasure of reading and travelling, I fostered
the idea of uniting them. I thought I could be a writer if I recorded
what I learned, observed and ate in the places I visited. By so
doing I could change my position from reader to writer.
After I became thirty, I realised the limit of travelling. To obtain
a deep understanding of one place, it is necessary to stay there
longer than a year. Thus, I decided to go to Greece and resided
there for three years. There were several reasons for choosing
Greece as my project site. She enjoys a mild climate which makes
people jolly. She also has many sorts of delicious food. And,
above all, she has a great tradition of literature, having produced a
number of masterpieces that I should read when I master Greek
language. Contemporary Greece poetry is an important literary
genre, and two Greek poets were awarded the Nobel Prize after
World War II.
After spending three years in Greece I wrote a book about Greek
society and culture. It was based on the articles that I contributed
to a Japanese magazine during my stay there. My first published
works were this book and a collection of poems which I had so far
written.
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that he was my father, and I was under the pressure of being a
son of a famous novelist when I confirmed my mission to follow
the same profession. I thought I was not allowed to write novels
unless they were as good as my father's works. I could not begin
my career in a normal way that I would gradually attain maturity
through writing trial works. Taking such a consideration into
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account I censured my wish to be a novelist. This should be
another side of my respect to my father. He passed away when I
was thirty-six. I was so sad; however, I felt like being released
from the pressure.
In the meantime I found myself trying to write a novel. Writing a
novel is such a difficult task that even a good poet or essayist cannot always be a good novelist. Because novels consist of a pack
of lies. For instance, when I write çhe stood up and looked out of
the windowé, there actually exists no one, no window, and no outside. In the beginning I gathered my courage to write what really
does not exist. This hesitation may be compared with the feeling
of someone who shoplifts for the first time. Since childhood have
we been told that telling a lie or shoplifting is against public morals
and is forbidden. But once I overcame hesitation to write a fiction,
I could go on writing and became proficient in this art. Were I a
shoplifter, I would be enough skilled to steal a car.
My first novel Natsu No Asa No Seisoken (Stratosphere in the
Summer Morning) was similar to the story of Robinson Crusoe.
The hero shipwrecked on a desert island of the Pacific Ocean and
reflected upon civilisation there. Robinson Crusoe is a twofold
novel: adventures of drifting, and a critique of the eighteenth-century English society. By replacing the latter with my opinion about
the contemporary Japanese people and society I tried to write a
new Robinson Crusoe. So far as I know not a few European
authors applied this method to writing novels, and we have five or
six variations of Robinson Crusoe today. The basic framework of
Robinson Crusoe is well considered and structured, and is easy to
be adapted. My first novel was welcomed by friends, but it was
not so popular among general readers. I assumed that such ideas
as mine were not so common among Japanese people, and I had
to be contented with keeping a marginal position for thinking independently.

"Still Lives" and the Akutagawa Prize
After three or four years, I wrote another novel entitled Still
Lives. This is a story about a man who is away from the centre of
the society and is living quietly on the border of nature and society.
He is living among ordinary people without having any positive relationship with them. He is watching their behaviour or observing
natural phenomena. He is living like a hermit because he embezzled money from a company he worked for. He committed embezzlement, not because he wanted money, but because he wished to
banish himself from the contemporary Japanese society where
money is omnipotent and is adored as deity. He has been keeping
embezzled money without spending a penny.
He has been living a veiled and secluded life under strain for five
4 years. In case of embezzlement the prescription is acquired after
J A P A N five years. If the embezzled capital is to be returned with interest,
L E T T E R it is not brought to a civil action either. He tries to resume his
social status by returning the embezzled money. From the viewpoint of his friend the novel describes his thought and action dur-

Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ëπ—Ëπ¬“«π“π‡°‘π°«à“ Ò ªï ¥—ßπ—Èπ º¡‰¥âµ—¥ ‘π„®∑’Ë®–‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ªª√–‡∑»°√’´
·≈â«°ÁÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ëπ—Ëπ∂÷ß “¡ªï ¡’‡Àµÿº≈À≈“¬ª√–°“√∑’Ë∑”„Àâº¡‡≈◊Õ°°√’´‡ªìπ ∂“π∑’Ë
”À√—∫‚§√ß°“√¢Õßº¡ °√’´¡’Õ“°“»Õ∫Õÿàπ ´÷Ëß∑”„ÀâºŸâ§π√◊Ëπ‡√‘ß‡∫‘°∫“π ·≈–¬—ß¡’
Õ“À“√Õ√àÕ¬Ê Õ’°À≈“°À≈“¬™π‘¥ ·≈–‡Àπ◊Õ ‘ËßÕ◊Ëπ„¥ ¡’¢π∫ª√–‡æ≥’∑’Ë¬‘Ëß„À≠à
∑“ß«√√≥§¥’ ‰¥âº≈‘µß“π«√√≥§¥’™‘Èπ‡Õ°ÕÕ°¡“¡“° ´÷Ëßº¡§«√®–Õà“π‡¡◊ËÕº¡
“¡“√∂‡√’¬π√Ÿâ¿“…“°√’°®π§≈àÕß·≈â« „πª√–‡∑»°√’´ªí®®ÿ∫—π §”ª√–æ—π∏å√âÕ¬
°√Õß¢Õß°√’´ ‡ªìπ«√√≥§¥’∑’Ë¡’§«“¡ ”§—≠ “¢“Àπ÷Ëß ·≈–°«’™“«°√’´ Õß∑à“π‰¥â
√—∫√“ß«—≈‚π‡∫≈¡“·≈â« À≈—ß®“° ß§√“¡‚≈°§√—Èß∑’Ë Ú
À≈—ß®“°‰¥â„™â‡«≈“ Û ªïÕ“»—¬Õ¬Ÿà„πª√–‡∑»°√’´ º¡‰¥â‡¢’¬πÀπ—ß ◊Õ‡≈à¡Àπ÷Ëß
‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ —ß§¡·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß™“«°√’´ ‚¥¬Õ“»—¬æ◊Èπ∞“π®“°∫∑§«“¡¢Õßº¡
∑’Ë‡¢’¬π„Àâ·°àÀπ—ß ◊Õπ‘µ¬ “√¿“…“≠’ËªÿÉπ√–À«à“ß∑’Ëº¡Õ¬Ÿà∑’Ëª√–‡∑»π—Èπ º≈ß“π™‘Èπ
·√°¢Õßº¡∑’Ë‰¥âµ’æ‘¡æå°Á§◊Õ Àπ—ß ◊Õ‡≈à¡π’È ·≈–Àπ—ß ◊Õ√«¡∫∑ª√–æ—π∏å√âÕ¬°√Õß
‡∑à“∑’Ëº¡‰¥â‡¢’¬π¢÷Èπ¡“

π—°‡¢’¬πÀπâ“„À¡à
∂÷ß·¡â«“à º¡¡’§«“¡ π„®„π°“√‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬ º¡°≈—∫æ¬“¬“¡‡ · √âß∑”‡ªìπ
«à“‰¡à‡§¬¡’§«“¡µ—ßÈ „®®–‡¢’¬π‡≈¬ §ÿ≥æàÕº¡‡ªìππ—°‡¢’¬π∑’¡Ë ™’ Õ◊Ë ‡ ¬’ ß µ—ßÈ ·µàº¡‡ªìπ
‡¥Á°‡≈Á°Ê ∑à“π‰¥â·¬°‰ªÕ¬Ÿµà “à ßÀ“°®“°§ÿ≥·¡à·≈–µ—«º¡ À≈—ß®“°º¡‚µ¢÷πÈ º¡‰¡à‰¥â
√â“ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å∑’Ë„°≈â™‘¥°—∫∑à“π‡≈¬ ‡æ’¬ß·µà¡’°“√æ∫ª–π“πÊ §√—Èß‡∑à“π—Èπ
·µà°√–π—πÈ ¢âÕ‡∑Á®®√‘ß°Á¬ß— ¡’Õ¬Ÿ«à “à ∑à“π§◊Õ§ÿ≥æàÕ¢Õßº¡ ·≈–º¡°Áµ°Õ¬Ÿ¿à “¬„µâ§«“¡
°¥¥—π∑’‡Ë °‘¥¡“‡ªìπ≈Ÿ°™“¬¢Õßπ—°ª√–æ—π∏å¡™’ ÕË◊ ‡ ¬’ ß µÕπ∑’ºË ¡¬◊π¬—π¿“√–∑’®Ë –‡¥‘π
µ“¡√Õ¬‡∑â“¢Õß∑à“π„πÕ“™’æ‡¥’¬«°—ππ—Èπ º¡§‘¥«à“º¡‰¡à‰¥â√—∫Õπÿ≠“µ„Àâ‡¢’¬π
π«π‘¬“¬ ‡«âπ‡ ’¬·µà«à“ ¡—π®–ÕÕ°¡“‡ªìπº≈ß“π¥’‡∑’¬∫‡∑à“¢Õß§ÿ≥æàÕ º¡‰¡àÕ“®
®–‡√‘¡Ë µâπÕ“™’æµ“¡«‘∂∑’ “ß∏√√¡¥“Ê ∑’ºË ¡πà“®–‡ªìπ §◊Õ §àÕ¬Ê ∫√√≈ÿ∂ß÷ §«“¡ ¡∫Ÿ√≥å
∑“ßÕ“™’æ¥â«¬°“√≈Õß‡¢’¬πß“π™‘Èπ∑¥≈Õß‰ªæ≈“ßÊ ‡¡◊ËÕπ”§«“¡§‘¥π’È¡“∑∫∑«π
¥Ÿ º¡°Á‡≈¬À—°Àâ“¡µπ‡Õß‰¡à„ÀâµâÕß°“√‡ªìππ—°‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬ ‘Ëßπ’Èπà“®–‡ªìπÕ’°·ßà
¡ÿ¡Àπ÷Ëß„π§«“¡‡§“√æ∑’Ëº¡¡’µàÕ§ÿ≥æàÕ ∑à“π®“°‰ª‡¡◊ËÕº¡Õ“¬ÿ Ûˆ º¡‡»√â“‚»°
¡“° ·µà„π‡«≈“‡¥’¬«°—πº¡√Ÿâ ÷°‡À¡◊Õπ°—∫∂Ÿ°ª≈¥ª≈àÕ¬®“°§«“¡°¥¥—π‡√◊ËÕßπ’È
„π‡«≈“‡¥’¬«°—ππ—Èπ º¡°Áæ∫«à“µπ‡Õß°”≈—ßæ¬“¬“¡‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬ °“√‡¢’¬π
π«π‘¬“¬™à“ß‡ªìπß“π∑’Ë¬“°‡¬Áπ®√‘ßÊ ·¡â·µà°«’§π‡°àßÊ À√◊Õπ—°‡¢’¬π√âÕ¬·°â«§π
¥—ßÊ °Á¬—ß‰¡àÕ“®®–‡ªìππ—°‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬∑’Ë¥’‰¥â‡ ¡Õ‰ª ‡æ√“–«à“π«π‘¬“¬π—Èπ
∫√√®ÿ‰«â¥â«¬ ‘Ëß∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡∑Á®¡“°¡“¬ µ—«Õ¬à“ß‡™àπ ‡¡◊ËÕº¡‡¢’¬π≈ß‰ª«à“ "‡¢“≈ÿ°¬◊π
¢÷Èπ·≈â«¡ÕßÕÕ°‰ªπÕ°Àπâ“µà“ß" π—Èπ ∑’Ë®√‘ß·≈â«‰¡à¡’„§√‡≈¬ —°§π ‰¡à¡’Àπâ“µà“ß
·≈–‰¡à¡’¢â“ßπÕ° „πµÕπ·√°‡√‘Ë¡ º¡√«∫√«¡§«“¡°≈â“‡æ◊ËÕ®–‡¢’¬π ‘Ëß∑’ËÕ—π∑’Ë®√‘ß
·≈â«‰¡à¡’ §«“¡≈—ß‡≈„®‡™àππ’È Õ“®®–‡ª√’¬∫‡∑’¬∫‰¥â°—∫§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°¢Õß„§√∫“ß§π∑’Ë
·Õ∫©° ‘Ëß¢Õß„π√â“π§â“‡ªìπ§√—Èß·√° µ—Èß·µà‡ªìπ‡¥Á°‡√“‰¥â√—∫°“√ —Ëß Õπ«à“°“√æŸ¥
§”‡∑Á ® À√◊ Õ ©°©«¬ ‘Ë ß ¢Õß„π√â “ π§â “ ‡ªì π °“√°√–∑”∑’Ë µà Õ µâ “ π»’ ≈ ∏√√¡¢Õß
“∏“√≥™π·≈–‡ªìπ ‘ËßµâÕßÀâ“¡ ·µà‡¡◊ËÕº¡‡Õ“™π–§«“¡≈—ß‡≈„®π—Èπ‰¥â§√—ÈßÀπ÷Ëß
·≈â« ‡æ◊ËÕ®–‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬ º¡°Á “¡“√∂‡¢’¬πµàÕ‰ª‡√◊ËÕ¬Ê ·≈–°≈“¬‡ªìπ™Ë”™Õß
„π»‘≈ª–¥â“ππ’È ∂â“À“°º¡‡§¬‡ªìπ§π©°©«¬ ‘Ëß¢Õß®“°√â“π§â“¡“°àÕπ µÕππ’Èº¡
°Á§ß®– – ¡§«“¡™Ë”™Õß¡“°®πæÕ∑’Ë®–¢‚¡¬√∂¬πµå‰¥â —°§—π
π«π‘¬“¬‡≈à¡·√°¢Õßº¡ ™◊ËÕ«à“ Natsu no Asa no Seisokan (·ª≈«à“
∑âÕßøÑ“ ¥„ „π‡™â“«—πÀπ÷Ëß¢Õßƒ¥Ÿ√âÕπ) ¡’‡π◊ÈÕ‡√◊ËÕß§≈â“¬π«π‘¬“¬‡√◊ËÕß‚√∫‘π —π §√Ÿ
‚´ æ√–‡Õ°µ‘¥Õ¬Ÿà∫π‡°“–√â“ßÀ≈—ß‡√◊Õ·µ° „π¡À“ ¡ÿ∑√·ª´‘øî° ·≈â«„™â‡«≈“«à“ß
∫π‡°“–π—Ëßæ‘π‘®æ‘®“√≥“∂÷ßÕ“√¬∏√√¡ ‚√∫‘π —π §√Ÿ‚´ ‡ªìππ«π‘¬“¬™π‘¥ Õß∑∫
§◊Õ‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß °“√º®≠¿—¬√–À«à“ß≈Õ¬§«â“ßÕ¬Ÿà°≈“ß¡À“ ¡ÿ∑√ °—∫‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß°“√«‘
æ“°…å«‘®“√≥å —ß§¡Õ—ß°ƒ…„π»µ«√√…∑’Ë Ò¯ ‡¡◊ËÕº¡‡Õ“§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ¢Õßº¡‡°’Ë¬«
°—∫ºŸâ§π·≈– —ß§¡≠’ËªÿÉπ„ à‡¢â“‰ª„π à«π∑’Ë Õß¢Õßπ«π‘¬“¬ º¡‰¥âæ¬“¬“¡∑’Ë®–
‡¢’¬π ‚√∫‘π —π §√Ÿ‚´ ¢÷Èπ„π·π«„À¡à ‡∑à“∑’Ëº¡‰¥â∑√“∫¡“ ¡’π—°ª√–æ—π∏å™“«¬ÿ‚√ª
®”π«π‰¡àπâÕ¬∑’Ë„™â«‘∏’π’È ”À√—∫‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬·≈–‡√“°Á¡’ ‚√∫‘π —π §√Ÿ‚´ ∑’Ë‡¢’¬π
¢÷Èπ„π‡«Õ√å™—Ëπ„À¡à·∫∫π’È ∂÷ß ı À√◊Õ ˆ ©∫—∫„πªí®®ÿ∫—ππ’È ‚§√ß √â“ßæ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß

"The Tamarind Tree"
As I struggled to write novels, I found a good way in due course.
It was difficult for me to write about Japanese ways of thinking
while I was in Japan. I liked to travel and I could write about the
places I visited. In my first novel I took advantage of the framework of Robinson Crusoe, making a story laid in a desert island in
the Pacific Ocean. I found a great potential in writing a story about
foreign countries. But this does not mean that I could write about
the experience of Thai people in their home country. I cannot distinguish nuances concerning thought and sentiment of Thai people.
The characters whom I create are substantially Japanese, and I
cannot make them behave as if they were Thai. I have been living
in Okinawa for seven years; however, I cannot write a novel, the
hero or heroine of which is Okinawan. Although Okinawa belongs
to the official territory of Japan, it still has some colonial aspects,
having different culture and tradition from the mainland. What I
can do is to go to a foreign country, and to write about the experiences of Japanese in that place.
I once wrote a novel about an imaginary land. However, most of
my novels were stories about the Japanese who went out of their

‚√∫‘π π— §√Ÿ‚´ π—πÈ √â“ß¢÷πÈ ¥â«¬°“√æ‘®“√≥“Õ¬à“ß√Õ∫§Õ∫·≈â«·≈–ßà“¬µàÕ°“√∂Ÿ°
¥—¥·ª≈ß π«π‘¬“¬‡≈à¡·√°¢Õßº¡ ‰¥â√∫— °“√µâÕπ√—∫Õ¬à“ß¥’®“°‡æ◊ÕË πÊ ·µà„π∫√√¥“
ºŸÕâ “à π∑—«Ë Ê ‰ª‰¡à¡°’ “√µâÕπ√—∫¥’∂ß÷ ¢π“¥π—πÈ º¡‡¢â“„®‡Õ“«à“§«“¡§‘¥µà“ßÊ ¢Õßº¡π—πÈ
§ß®–‰¡à§Õà ¬‡ªìπ ß‘Ë ∑’™Ë “«≠’ªË πÿÉ ∑—«Ë Ê ‰ª §ÿπâ ‡§¬π—°·≈–º¡°ÁµÕâ ß¡’§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„®„π
°“√®”°—¥µπ„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà„πµ”·ÀπàßÕ—πµË”µâÕ¬ ‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–‰¥â„™â§«“¡§‘¥Õ¬à“ßÕ‘ √–µàÕ‰ª
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ing the last few weeks of his five-year long voluntary banishment.
In returning embezzled capital he decides to add interest and
indemnity. Interest to be yielded in five years is such a large
amount that he has to take a risk for making money in a short
time. He was a talented sharebroker, and he determines to invest
money in speculation in shares. He hires the narrator of the novel
as his assistant. He is successful in investment. He buries his
past by returning embezzled capital with interest and indemnity
through a lawyer, and leaves his friend (narrator) for somewhere else.
When it comes to embezzlement and speculation in shares, this
novel may sound rather sensational. However, I wrote it in a sober
style. The two men (hero and narrator) are always talking quietly
about such things as revolution of stars and principles of the universe, or else looking at slides of mountains projected on the wall.
As I finished writing this novel, I thought it was a queer story.
Although I published it in a magazine, I did not expect its popularity
among average Japanese readers. But it was well appreciated and
nominated as a candidate for the Akutagawa Prize, which meant
that I was recognised publicly as a professional writer. I was not
confident at all, and I thought that the selection committee wanted
to show the diversity of the candidates by including such works as
mine. In the long run it was for my novel that the prize was awarded.
When I was established as a professional novelist by being an
Akutagawa Prize winner, I had no idea as to what I should write
about in the next novel. At the press interview I was told by a journalist that I did not seem to be glad. The Akutagawa Prize is so
prestigious that young writers make long and painstaking efforts for
winning it, and most of the winners receive it with great joy.
However, I was at a loss what to do next. I found myself again
being ill at ease in the Japanese context.

"µ“¬∑—Èß‡ªìπ" ·≈–√“ß«—≈Õ–§ÿµ–ß“«à“
À≈—ß®“°π—ÈπÕ’° Û À√◊Õ Ù ªïµàÕ¡“ º¡‡¢’¬ππ«π‘¬“¬Õ’°‡√◊ËÕßÀπ÷Ëß™◊ËÕ "µ“¬
∑—ßÈ ‡ªìπ"‡ªìπ‡√◊ÕË ß¢Õß™“¬§πÀπ÷ßË ºŸ∑â ¡’Ë °— ®–ª≈’°µ—«À≈’°Àπ’ÕÕ°®“°»Ÿπ¬å°≈“ß¢Õß ß— §¡
·≈–¥”√ß™’«µ‘ Õ¬ŸÕà ¬à“ß ß∫‡ß’¬∫°—∫‡ πâ ·∫àß‡¢µ√–À«à“ß∏√√¡™“µ‘°∫— ß— §¡ ‡¢“¥”√ß
™’«µ‘ Õ¬Ÿ∑à “à ¡°≈“ß§π∏√√¡¥“∑—«Ë Ê ‰ª ·µà‰¡à¡§’ «“¡ ¡— æ—π∏å„π·ßà∫«°Õ¬à“ß„¥Ê ‡≈¬
°—∫§π‡À≈à“π—πÈ ‡¢“»÷°…“æƒµ‘°√√¡¢Õß§π‡À≈à“π—πÈ À√◊Õ ß— ‡°µ¥Ÿª√“°Æ°“√≥å∏√√¡™“µ‘
‡¢“¡’™’«‘µÕ¬Ÿà‡À¡◊Õπƒ…’ ‡æ√“–«à“‡¢“¬—°¬Õ°‡ß‘π®“°∫√‘…—∑∑’Ë‡¢“‡§¬∑”ß“π¥â«¬ ‡¢“
ª√–æƒµ‘∑®ÿ √‘µ¬—°¬Õ°∑√—æ¬å π‘ ‰¡à„™à‡æ√“–µâÕß°“√‡ß‘π ·µà‡æ√“–‡¢“µâÕß°“√‡π√‡∑»
µπ‡ÕßÕÕ°‰ª®“° —ß§¡≠’ËªÿÉπ√à«¡ ¡—¬ ∑’Ë´÷Ëß‡ß‘π¡’æ≈—ß Ÿß ÿ¥·≈–∂Ÿ°¬°¬àÕß∫Ÿ™“¥ÿ®
‡∑æ‡®â“ ‡¢“‰¥â‡°Á∫‡ß‘π∑’Ë¬—°¬Õ°¡“‰¥âπ—Èπ‚¥¬‰¡à‰¥â„™ââ‡≈¬·¡â·µà —°‡¬π‡¥’¬«
‡¢“¥”√ß™’æÕ¬ŸàÕ¬à“ß´àÕπ‡√âπ·≈–‚¥¥‡¥’Ë¬«¿“¬„µâ§«“¡‡§√àß‡§√’¬¥‡ªìπ‡«≈“
π“π∂÷ß ı ªï „π°√≥’¢Õß§«“¡º‘¥¬—°¬Õ°∑√—æ¬å ¡’°”Àπ¥Õ“¬ÿ§«“¡‡√‘Ë¡¢÷ÈπÀ≈—ß
®“° ı ªï À“°‡ß‘π∑’Ë∂Ÿ°¬—°¬Õ°‰ª∂Ÿ°π”°≈—∫¡“§◊πæ√âÕ¡¥Õ°‡∫’È¬ §¥’°Á®–‰¡àµâÕß
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home country. Among them is a novel entitled The Tamarind Tree.
Tamarind is not so familiar to Japanese people and is regarded as
something exotic. This novel is a love story. But a love story is
also an adventurous story. The characters of adventurous stories
try to reach the destination through overcoming many obstacles. In
a love story a man and a woman meet, and, after some difficult
situations, fall in love with each other. For example, there is a
Thai male student who is studying at a Japanese university, and he
meets and loves a Thai elder lady. One day, filled with emotion,
he kisses her. However, she asks him to control himself and not
to go any further. Soon she leaves Japan. This is the story of the
film [Behind the Painting] that I saw yesterday.
In old days novelists could write love stories by creating characters in a difficult situation such as poverty, social classes, serious
disease, war, and so forth. In the present Japan, however, there
exist no such things to be overcome. And traditional social taboos
have been abolished by commercialism, which admires even adultery. How can we write love stories in such a society?
In The Tamarind Tree the main characters are a Japanese man
working for a big company as an engineer and a Japanese woman
working as a volunteer staff of an NGO based in a refugee camp in
the border area between Thailand and Cambodia. They meet by
chance when she comes to Japan with her colleagues to ask his
company to donate small engines for agriculture to her organisation. If they fall in love at first sight, the story cannot be developed any further and it would be regarded as an unrealistic comedy
in the present Japan. Something is necessary for them to be fascinated by each other and want to keep company with. Summarising
the story may provide you with a banal impression; however, I
would like to emphasise that the details are significant when writing a novel. The two talked about trivial things in rather formal
manner when they met for the first time. But they realise by
chance later that they came from the same region (i.e. Morioka
City). This coincidence makes them feel an intimacy and begin to
talk about their personal background such as their primary schools.
Through such conversations they understand their characters and
create an amorous atmosphere. (For those who wish to have a
theoretical understanding about this process I would like to recommend reading On Love by Stendhal. He lost love several times in
his life, which enabled him to write a brilliant essay on love.)
The man is a good engineer and is satisfied with his present
job. He thinks that he can live with the woman in Tokyo if she
quits the NGO for leaving the refugee camp. This is a typical
thought of a man who is building a promising career in an excellent
company in Japan as well as in other countries. But she cannot
determine whether to quit her job. In the refugee camp she is tak6 ing care of children at a kindergarten, and thinks it is an important
J A P A N mission to provide them with useful knowledge for their daily life
L E T T E R such as the growth of a rice plant. Also she is comfortable in
Thailand while she feels much stress in a big city like Tokyo. In
the beginning the man cannot understand what she thinks. On the
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Novel as a social critique
One of the important functions of the novel is to offer a critique
of the society. Through observation novelists criticise the negative
aspects of the society and try to consider the alternatives. They
express their opinions through the characters of their novels. In
the case of The Tamarind Tree you may find two messages:
(1) It is not always legitimate to accept a conventional scheme that
men assume the main roles and women supplement them.
Women can often accomplish a variety of tasks much better than
men do. There may be a case of men doing the whole household
affairs. The author supports such a way of thinking as converting
and sharing the social tasks between men and women.
(2) While there is a corporate-oriented principle that companies are
vitalising the society through the production of goods; there is
another principle based on volunteer activities. In my view there
are three types of principles that regulate the social activities of
human beings: profit-making, bureaucracy, and voluntarism. When
I wrote The Tamarind Tree ten years ago, the importance of voluntarism was not widely accepted in Japan and I wanted to make it
known to the public.
I have been writing such stories as mentioned and am regarded
as a novelist in Japan. Although I thought that I could not adjust
myself to the Japanese society, I find myself being conciliated in
and working for it. Novelists are independent thinkers on the one
hand; though they may be compared to a pencil held by the society
on the other hand. Society is in the incessant process of change,
and novelists are tools for its expression. I have been detached
from the Japanese society. But I am writing as a Japanese and as
a Japanese novelist, and will be so in the future.
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way to a business trip he stops over at Bangkok to go to the
refugee camp in Aranyaprathet by bus. There he gradually recognises that the camp is the place strongly tied to her life. He also
finds a clue to understand the reason why she is planning to move
to Cambodia after the closing of the camp. After some hesitation
in giving up this love affair, he decides to leave the company for
going to Thailand to work with her as a volunteer staff himself.
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The Board of Education, Sashiki-cho, Okinawa had
arranged an international conference entitled "The Performing
Arts Education and International Cultural Exchange for Young

§

≥–°√√¡°“√°“√»÷°…“ ‡¢µ´“™‘°‘ ‚Õ°‘π“«“ ‰¥â®—¥°“√ª√–™ÿ¡
π“π“™“µ‘ ‡√◊ËÕß °“√»÷°…“¥â“π»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß ·≈–°“√·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π
∑“ß«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß‡¬“«™π ≥ »Ÿπ¬å«—≤π∏√√¡™Ÿ°“√åŒÕ≈ ‡¢µ´“™‘°‘

The Performing Arts Education and International Cultural

Exchange for Young People
»‘≈ª–°“√· ¥ß·≈–°“√·≈°‡ª≈’¬Ë π∑“ß«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß‡¬“«™π
Assoc. Prof. Dr.Surapone Virulrak
People" at the Cultural Center, Sugar Hall, Sashiki Town,
Okinawa from 8th to 11th February 2001. Participants included overseas resource persons from Indonesia, Korea, Laos,
the Philippines, and Thailand. Local attendants comprised
performing arts teachers, pupils, students, parents, media
and general public who were interested in performing arts.
The conference was divided into two parts: the workshops
and the lectures.
Overseas resource persons were Mr. I Nyoman Sumandi
from SMKI Batubulan, Bali, Indonesia, Professor Dr. HakWon Yoon from Chung-Ang University, Korea, Mr. Kham
phanh Sithilath from Institute for Cultural Research, Ministry
of Information and Culture, Lao PDR, Mr. Joaquin D. Yabut
and Mr. Cris Anthony C. Gonzales from Philippine Educational
Theatre Association, the Philippines and Associate Professor
Dr. Surapone Virulrak, Department of Speech Communication
and Performing Arts, Faculty of Communication Arts, and
Head of the Doctoral Degree Program in Thai Theatre and
Dance with Mr. Anukoon Rojanasuksomboon, Department of
Dance, Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Chulalongkorn
University.
Each workshop ended up with a performance and demonstration. The Indonesian
workshop dealt with Balinese gamelan
attended by teachers and students
who had a background in Balinese
music with a real gamelan ensemble.
The Korean workshop was a chorus,
made up of more than
100 pupils, who sang
the Korean song
çArirangé. The Philippino workshop
came up with an
improvised theatre performed by
volunteers of all age.
The Thai workshop was
çRam Wongé, a dance, which
is a Thai cultural identity today.
Mr. I.Nyoman. Sandi dancing the Baron Dance of
Indonesia.
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The Thai workshop on Ram Wong began with an introduction by Dr.Surapone who gave a brief account on society, culture and the art of Ram Wong. the workshop had
taken place on the 9th February 2001 from 9 to 15 hours.
After that a performance and demonstration by each country was provided to the audience on the main stage of the
Sugar Hall. The Thai workshop was attended by 20 people, children, adults and senior citizens. Among these
people was a family consisting of father, mother and
daughter who flew directly from Tokyo to join workshop.
All attendants did the Ram Wong practice very efficiently.
Since there was some time left, Mr. Anukoon gave another
lesson of the dance of the northern area called Fon Tien
or candle dance which impressed the attendants very
much. At 16 hours, the Thai Ram Wong and Fon Tien were
presented to the audience with great success. All attendants were delighted with full understanding and appreciation for Thai culture and arts. They were very proud of being a part
of the conference.
The lectures were held on the 10th of February on the main
stage. Dr. Surapone presented some information on the Thai policy and management of performing arts education of both government and private sectors at all levels, including kindergar- ten, primary, secondary, high school, college and university levels. Performaing
arts curriculum can be divided into four types :
1.to use performing arts as a means to develop health, personality and behavior
2.to create an appreciation in Thai arts and culture
3.to produce performing arts teachers
4.to produce artists
The education focuses on classical art as well as folk art of
the various regions. Performing arts are being taught in 7 types of
institutes.
1. Seven out of 33 state universities provide up to doctoral

Students praticing a chorus in two parts by Yun Hakuwong.

Cultural Exchange Plaza

Workshop participants playing çGamelané
with an Indonesian bronze musical instrument.

· ¥ß·∫∫ “∏‘µ„Àâ·°àª√–™“™π·≈–ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ª√–™ÿ¡∫π
‡«∑’„À≠à¢Õß™Ÿ°“√åŒÕ≈ ºŸâ‡¢â“√—∫°“√Õ∫√¡‡ªìππ—°‡√’¬π §√Ÿ
»‘≈ªîπ ·≈–ª√–™“™π∑—Ë«‰ª®”π«π 20 §π ¡’∑—ÈßºŸâ™“¬ ºŸâ
À≠‘ß ‡¥Á° ºŸâ„À≠à ·≈–ºŸâ ŸßÕ“¬ÿ „π®”π«ππ’È¡’§√Õ∫§√—«
™“«≠’ËªÿÉπ æàÕ·¡à ≈Ÿ° “« ∫‘πµ√ß®“°‚µ‡°’¬«¡“√à«¡Ωñ°
ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√√”‰∑¬„π§√—Èßπ’È¥â«¬ ºŸâ‡¢â“√—∫°“√Õ∫√¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘
√”«ß‰¥âº≈¥’¬‘Ëß ·≈–¡’‡«≈“‡À≈◊Õ Õ“®“√¬åÕπÿ°≈Ÿ ®÷ß‡æ‘Ë¡°“√
øÑÕπ‡∑’¬π©∫—∫¬àÕ„ÀâΩñ°À—¥Õ’°™ÿ¥Àπ÷Ëß ®“°π—Èπ ‡«≈“ 16
π. ‰¥â· ¥ß “∏‘µ ª√“°Ø‡ªìπ∑’Ë™◊Ëπ™Õ∫¢Õß§π¥Ÿ‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß
¬‘Ë ß ºŸâ ‡ ¢â “ √— ∫ °“√Õ∫√¡¡’ § «“¡ ÿ ¢ ¡’ § «“¡‡¢â “ „®„π
«—≤π∏√√¡‰∑¬ ·≈–™◊Ëπ™Õ∫„ππ“Ø»‘≈ªá‰∑¬ µ≈Õ¥®π
¿“§¿Ÿ¡‘„®∑’Ë‰¥â¡’‚Õ°“ √à«¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√ ·≈–°“√· ¥ß„π
§√—Èßπ’È
πÕ°®“°π’È„π°“√‡≈’È¬ßÕ”≈“ ª√“°Ø«à“¡’∑à“ππ“¬°
‡∑»¡πµ√’ ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë ºŸâ‡¢â“ª√–™ÿ¡ ·≈–·¢°ºŸâ¡’‡°’¬√µ‘‰¥â
√à«¡√”«ß ®÷ßæ∫«à“√”«ß¢Õß‰∑¬°—∫√” "«ß" ¢Õß‚Õ°‘π“«“
¡’§«“¡ §≈â“¬§≈÷ß°—π¡“°

„π°“√∫√√¬“¬∑“ß«‘™“°“√ √Õß»“ µ√“®“√¬å¥√. √ÿ æ≈ «‘√Ãÿ √—°…å‰¥â
°≈à“«°—∫∑’ªË √–™ÿ¡„Àâ∑√“∫∂÷ßπ‚¬∫“¬·≈–°“√®—¥°“√»÷°…“¥â“π¥ÿ√¬‘ “ß§»‘≈ªá
·≈–π“Ø¬»‘ ≈ ªá ¢ Õßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ ∑—È ß ¿“§√— ∞ ·≈–¿“§‡Õ°™π„π√–¥— ∫
ª∞¡«—¬ √–¥—∫ª√–∂¡»÷°…“ ¡—∏¬¡»÷°…“ ·≈–Õÿ¥¡»÷°…“ À≈—° µŸ √»‘≈ª
°“√· ¥ß¢Õßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬ ·∫àßÕÕ°‰¥â‡ªìπ 4 ª√–‡¿∑µ“¡«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å
§◊Õ
1. ‡æ◊ËÕ„™â»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß‡ √‘¡ √â“ßæ≈“π“¡—¬ ∫ÿ§≈‘°≈—°…≥– π‘ —¬
2. ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ∫—ß‡°‘¥§«“¡π‘¬¡™¡™Õ∫„π»‘≈ª«—≤π∏√√¡‰∑¬
3. ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß§√Ÿ∑“ß»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß ·≈–
4. ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß»‘≈ªîπ∑’Ë¡’§«“¡√Ÿâ∑“ß«‘™“°“√ §«“¡™”π“≠∑“ß°“√
· ¥ß·≈–§«“¡§‘¥ √â“ß √√§å
‡π◊ÈÕÀ“¢Õß°“√»÷°…“‡πâπ»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß™—Èπ Ÿß·≈– π—∫ πÿπ°“√
9
»÷°…“»‘≈ª–¢Õß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ§«∫§Ÿà°—π‰ª
ªí®®ÿ∫—π»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß¢Õß‰∑¬¡’ ÕπÕ¬Ÿà„π ∂“∫—π°“√»÷°…“ ´÷Ëß J A P A N
LETTER
·∫àß‰¥â‡ªìπ 7 ª√–‡¿∑ §◊Õ
1. ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬¡’À≈—° Ÿµ√∂÷ß√–¥—∫ª√‘≠≠“‡Õ°∑“ßπ“Ø¬»‘≈ªá‰∑¬
·≈–ª√‘≠≠“‚∑∑“ß¥πµ√’‰∑¬

Cultural Exchange Plaza

degree in Thai Theatre and Dance, and Music.
Concentrating on practicing Thai traditional dance with student and the author. (left)
2. 36 Rajabhat Institutes offer a minor set of
subjects in performing arts and 14 among them provide
bachelor degree in performing arts teacher, and artist.
3. 13 Colleges of Dramatic Arts give diplomas for
artists.
4. A Higher Institute for the Arts and an Institute
of Technology provide a B.A. Program for performing
arts (a 2-year continuation program from the Colleges).
5. Schools at all levels nationwide offer courses in
music and dance. Students from these can enroll in
performing arts at the university level.
6. Private studios in large cities provide short
courses in music and dance for the young and the old
alike especially during weekend.
7. Performing arts guru houses are where, traditionally, students live with the teachers and serve
them in exchange for performing arts lessons. After
sufficient training, students are allowed to perform on
stage as novices. When the students show their full potential of
2. ∂“∫—π√“™¿—Ø 36 ·Ààß ¡’À≈—° µŸ √√–¥—∫«‘™“‚∑ ·≈–„π®”π«ππ’È
the arts, the teachers will let them perform as a professional 14 ·Ààß ¡’À≈—° Ÿµ√√–¥—∫ª√‘≠≠“µ√’∑—Èß∑“ß»‘≈ªîπ ·≈–§√Ÿ»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß
artist.
3. «‘∑¬“≈—¬π“Ø¬»‘≈ªá 13 ·Ààß ¡’À≈—° Ÿµ√Õπÿª√‘≠≠“∑“ß»‘≈ªîπ
4. ∂“∫—π∫—≥±‘µæ—≤π»‘≈ªá ·≈–
∂“∫—π‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’√“™¡ß§≈ ¡’À≈—° Ÿµ√
µàÕ‡π◊ËÕß√–¥—∫ª√‘≠≠“µ√’∑“ß»‘≈ªîπ·≈–
§√Ÿ»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß 2 ªï
5. ‚√ß‡√’¬π√–¥—∫Õπÿ∫“≈ ª√–∂¡
¡—∏¬¡ ∑—Èß¿“§√—∞·≈–‡Õ°™π∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑» ¡’
«‘™“¥πµ√’·≈–/À√◊Õ π“Ø¬»‘≈ªá„Àâπ—°‡√’¬π
‡≈◊ Õ °‡√’ ¬ π π— ° ‡√’ ¬ π∫“ß§π¡’ § «“¡
“¡“√∂‡¢â“»÷°…“µàÕ„π√–¥—∫Õÿ¥¡ »÷°…“
∑“ß»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß‰¥â
6. µŸ¥‘‚Õ¢Õß‡Õ°™π „π‡¡◊Õß„À≠àÊ
ÕπÀ≈—° µŸ √√–¬– —Èπ„Àâ·°à‡¬“« ™π ·≈–
ºŸâ„À≠à∑’Ë π„®‡ªìπ®”π«π¡“° ‚¥¬‡©æ“–
„π«—π ¥ÿ —ª¥“Àå
7. ∫â“π»‘≈ªîπ™—Èπ§√Ÿ „π°“√»÷°…“
·∫∫‚∫√“≥ π—°‡√’¬πÀ√◊Õ»‘…¬å®–‰ªΩ“°
µ—«°—∫§√Ÿ ™à«¬§√Ÿ∑”°“√∫â“π°“√‡√◊Õπ §√Ÿ
Practicing Thai traditional dance with Mr. Anukoon Rojanasuksomboon.
®– Õπ«‘ ™ “°“√· ¥ß„Àâ ‡¡◊Ë Õ ¡’ § «“¡
The lecture was welcomed with enthusiastic questions and
“¡“√∂æÕ ¡§«√ °Á„Àâ√à«¡· ¥ß®π°«à“§«“¡√Ÿâ®–·µ°©“π §√Ÿ°Á®–
answers. Besides other workshops and lectures were presented Õπÿ≠“µ„Àâ‰ªª√–°Õ∫Õ“™’æ¢Õßµπ‡Õß‰¥â
with great success. The Committee for Performing Arts Education
°“√∫√√¬“¬®∫≈ß¥â«¬°“√µÕ∫¢âÕ´—°∂“¡¢ÕßºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ª√–™ÿ¡ ®π
was pleased with the result of the meeting and gained sufficient ‡ªìπ∑’ËæÕ„® πÕ°®“°π’È°“√ª√–™ÿ¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√¢Õß™“µ‘µà“ßÊ °Á‰¥âº≈ ”‡√Á®
knowledge contributed by the examples from overseas resources ‡ªìπ∑’Ëπà“¬‘π¥’¬‘Ëß §≥–°√√¡°“√°“√»÷°…“·Ààß‚Õ°‘π“«“ ‰¥â√—∫ª√–‚¬™πå
and thier own participants. Hopefully, they will apply such informa- ®“°µ—«Õ¬à“ß¢Õßª√–‡∑»µà“ßÊ ∑’Ë‡¢â“√à«¡ª√–™ÿ¡ ‡æ◊ËÕπ”‰ªª√–¬ÿ°µå„™â„π
10 tion to the development of Okinawan performing arts education in °“√®—¥°“√»÷°…“»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß¢Õß‚Õ°‘π“«“„Àâ¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ ∑—Èß
J A P A N policy, management, content, budgeting and scholarly works. The
„π¥â“π‡π◊ÈÕÀ“ «‘™“°“√ °“√®—¥°“√ ß∫ª√–¡“≥ ·≈–π‚¬∫“¬ π—∫«à“
L E T T E R conference was a great success.
‡ªìπ°“√ª√–™ÿ¡∑’Ëª√– ∫§«“¡ ”‡√Á®‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß

π—

∫‡ªìπ‡°’¬√µ‘¬‘Ëß∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫∑ÿπ∫ÿ§≈“°√√–¬–°≈“ß¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ‰ª‡°Á∫
‡°’Ë¬«ª√– ∫°“√≥å‡°’Ë¬«°—∫«—≤π∏√√¡≠’ËªÿÉπ ≥ ª√–‡∑»π—Èπ √–À«à“ß«—π∑’Ë
Ú˘ °—π¬“¬π ∂÷ß Úˆ æƒ»®‘°“¬π ÚıÙÛ ‡ªìπ§√—Èß·√°„π™’«‘µ ∑’Ë¥‘©—π
‰ª‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∑ÿ°·ßà∑ÿ°¡ÿ¡‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√≈–§√„πª√–‡∑»∑’Ë¥‘©—π‰¡à‡¢â“„®¿“…“
¢Õß‡¢“‡≈¬ ‚¥¬∑’Ë‚√ß≈–§√‡´µ“ß“¬à“ æ—∫≈‘§ (‚¥¬§ÿ≥Œ‘‚√™‘ ∑“§“Œ“Àß‘)
√—∫‡ªìπºŸâ¥Ÿ·≈„Àâ ¥‘©—π®÷ß‰¥â√—∫§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ„Àâ®—¥°”Àπ¥°“√µà“ß Ê ∑’Ë
· π®–·πàπ‡Õ’È¬¥‡Õ“µ“¡„®™Õ∫ ·≈–À“°‰¡à‰¥â§≥ÿ ™‘ ‚ÿ °– ¬“¡“‚¡‚µâ §Õ¬
™à«¬‡À≈◊ÕÕ¬à“ß¡’πÈ”„®¥’‡ªìπ∑’Ë ÿ¥ ¥‘©—π§ß‰¡à “¡“√∂∫√√≈ÿ¿“√°‘®∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬
Õ—π‰¥â·°à °“√µ√–‡«π¥Ÿ≈–§√∂÷ß Ú˜ ‡√◊ËÕß ‡¢â“ —¡¡π“∑“ß«‘™“°“√ Ú §√—Èß

All Japan is A Stage
† —¡º— ≈–§√‡«∑’≠’ËªÉÿπ†

Parichat Jungwiwattanaporn
activities where I attended 27 theatre productions, 2 academic
seminars, 1 TIE workshop, and interviewed more than 10 theatre
artists and scholars, not mentioning my visits to museums, and
a short trip to Hiroshima. The experiences were so overwhelming
that it took me many months of further studies, after returning
to Thailand, to have a better understanding to write this article.
My activities in Japan can be divided into three aspects as followed:
1. Educational Aspect
As an educator, it was my foremost intention to study
about Theatre In Education (TIE) in Japan. Tamagawa University
is a forerunner in giving emphasis to theatre for young people
as well as advocating theatre as a teaching tool to all levels of
education. Both Professor KATA Masaru and DAZAI Hisao regularly conduct TIE trainings to artists and teachers at all levels.
Although Japan has had a long history of children's theatre
(since 1900), and the western idea of TIE has been introduced
to Japan since the 1980s, still, there is no formal Theatre Arts
education in schools. The prospects of using theatre either as a
creative teaching tool or as a formal subject in the curriculum
still have a long way to go. Nevertheless, after the collapse of
the bubble economy, there was a rethinking about development
where more emphasis was given to human development.
Therefore, the upcoming Education Reform in the year 2002
should bring a momentous change to the classrooms. I also
met KISARAGI Koharu, a famous plawright/director who had contributed a great deal to the development of theatre as a tool to
human development. KISARAGI had a rare talent of bringing inexperienced people from any given community together to create a
unique theatrical performance. Her work with children, disabled,
and ordinary people were very impressive and will always be
remembered. (KISARAGI had passed away in December, 2000)
Although Setagaya Public Theatre was founded mainly to
provide performing arts to Setagaya City, it is also pioneering in
providing the community with educational programs where various lectures, seminars and workshops are given to the people
in the community. I witnessed a lecture and workshops on TIE
given by Tim Baker and Fiona Lesley (from the National Theatre of
Wales). This was a way to make theatre accessible and familiar

ª“√‘™“µ‘ ®÷ß«‘«≤
— π“¿√≥å

·≈– Ωñ ° ªØ‘ ∫— µ‘ ° “√≈–§√°“√»÷ ° …“Õ’ ° §√—È ß Àπ÷Ë ß ·∂¡¬— ß µâ Õ ßµ“¡‰ª
—¡¿“…≥åπ—°· ¥ß ·≈–π—°°“√≈–§√Õ’°¡“°°«à“ Ò §π π’Ë¬—ß‰¡àæŸ¥∂÷ß
°“√‡¢â“™¡æ‘æ‘∏¿—≥±å ·≈–°“√‡¥‘π∑“ß‰ªŒ‘‚√™‘¡à“„π‡«≈“Õ—π —Èπ ∑’ËµâÕß∑”„π
™à«ß ˆ «—ππ—Èπ‰¥â‡≈¬ ª√– ∫°“√≥å‡À≈à“π—Èπ™à“ß¡“°¡“¬‡ ’¬®π¥‘©—πµâÕß
„™â‡«≈“À≈“¬‡¥◊Õπ„π°“√»÷°…“¢âÕ¡Ÿ≈∑’Ë‰¥â¡“„Àâ‡¢â“„®Õ¬à“ß∂àÕß·∑â ‡æ◊ËÕ®–
π”¡“‡¢’¬π∫∑§«“¡™‘Èππ’ÈÀ≈—ß°≈—∫¡“‡¡◊Õß‰∑¬ ‘Ëß∑’Ë¥‘©—π∑”∑’Ë≠’ËªÿÉπ Õ“®
·∫àß‰¥â‡ªìπ Û ¥â“π ¥—ßµàÕ‰ªπ’È
1. ¥â“π°“√»÷°…“
„π∞“π–∑’Ë‡ªìππ—°°“√»÷°…“ §«“¡µ—Èß„® Ÿß ÿ¥¢Õß¥‘©—π §◊Õ°“√‰¥â‰ª
»÷°…“‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß°“√≈–§√„πª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬∑“¡“ß“«à“‡ªìπºŸâ
°√ÿ¬∑“ß∑’Ë®–ª≈Ÿ°Ωíß§«“¡√Ÿâ§«“¡‡¢â“„®‡√◊ËÕß°“√≈–§√„Àâ·°à§πÀπÿà¡ “«
æ√âÕ¡ Ê °—∫∑’Ë„™â≈–§√‡ªìπ ◊ËÕ°“√ Õπ ”À√—∫°“√»÷°…“∑ÿ°√–¥—∫ ∑—Èß»®.¡“
´“√ÿ §“µ– ·≈–»®.Œ‘´“‚Õ– ¥“‰´ µà“ß°Á®—¥°“√Õ∫√¡„π‡√◊ËÕß≈–§√‡æ◊ËÕ°“√
»÷°…“∑—Èß·°à»‘≈ªîπ ·≈–§√Ÿ∑ÿ°√–¥—∫ ·¡â«à“≠’ËªÿÉπ®–¡’ª√–«—µ‘≈–§√ ”À√—∫
‡¥Á°¡“¬“«π“π (µ—Èß·µà§.».Ò˘) ∑—Èß·π«§‘¥„π‡√◊ËÕß‡¥’¬«°—ππ’È®–‡¢â“¡“
„π≠’ËªÿÉπ‚¥¬™“«µ–«—πµ°µ—Èß·µà∑»«√√… Ò˘¯ À“°°Á¬—ß‰¡à¡’°“√‡√’¬π°“√
Õπ°“√≈–§√Õ¬à“ß‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√„π‚√ß‡√’¬π‡≈¬ §«“¡§‘¥∑’Ë®–„™â≈–§√‡ªìπ
◊ËÕ √â“ß √√§å‡æ◊ËÕ™à«¬ Õπ À√◊Õ‡ªìπ«‘™“∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫°“√∫√√®ÿ‰«â„πÀ≈—° Ÿµ√
Õ¬à“ß‡ªìπ∑“ß°“√°Á¬—ßÕ¬ŸàÕ’°‰°≈ À≈—ß®“°§«“¡≈à¡ ≈“¬¢Õß‡»√…∞°‘®øÕß
∫Ÿà ¡’°“√π”‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß°“√æ—≤π“°≈—∫¡“∑∫∑«π„À¡à ‡æ◊ËÕÀ—π¡“„ à„®‡√◊ËÕß
°“√æ—≤π“¡πÿ…¬å„Àâ¡“°¢÷Èπ ¥—ßπ—Èπ ·ºπªØ‘√Ÿª°“√»÷°…“∑’Ë°”≈—ß®–ÕÕ°¡“
„πªïæ.». ÚıÙı πà“®–π”°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß§√—Èß ”§—≠‰ª Ÿà™—Èπ‡√’¬π ¥‘©—π
¬—ß‰¥âæ∫°—∫‚§Œ“√ÿ §‘´“√“Àß‘ π—°‡¢’¬π∫∑≈–§√·≈–ºŸâ°”°—∫≈–§√∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ
‡ ’¬ß§πÀπ÷Ëß∑’Ë¡’ à«πº≈—°¥—πÕ¬à“ß¡“°„Àâ¡’°“√æ—≤π“≈–§√‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß
¡◊Õ„π°“√æ—≤π“¡πÿ…¬å §‘´“√“Àß‘¡’§«“¡ “¡“√∂Õ—πÀ“‰¥â¬“°„π∫ÿ§§≈
Õ◊Ëπ„π°“√π”§π∑’Ë¬—ß¥âÕ¬ª√– ∫°“√≥å¡“∑”≈–§√√à«¡°—π °“√∑’Ë‡∏Õ‰¥â
∑”ß“π°—∫‡¥Á° Ê §πæ‘°“√ ·≈–§π∏√√¡¥“ “¡—≠‡ªìπ ‘Ëß∑’Ëª√–∑—∫„®¡“°
·≈–®–¬—ß§ß‡ªìπ∑’Ë®¥®”√”≈÷°∂÷ßµàÕ‰ª (§‘´“√“Àß‘‡æ‘Ëß‡ ’¬™’«‘µ‰ª‡¡◊ËÕ‡¥◊Õπ
∏—π«“§¡ ÚıÙÛ)
∂÷ß·¡â«à“‚√ß≈–§√‡´µ“ß“¬à“ æ—∫≈‘§®–¡’‰«â‡æ◊ËÕº≈‘µ»‘≈ª°“√· ¥ß„Àâ
·°à™“«‡¡◊Õß‡´µ“ß“¬à“ À“°‚√ß≈–§√·Ààßπ’È¬—ß‡ªìπºŸâ∫ÿ°‡∫‘°∑”ß“π¥â“π°“√
»÷°…“„Àâ°—∫™ÿ¡™π´÷Ëß‰¥â·°à °“√®—¥°“√∫√√¬“¬ —¡¡π“ ·≈–Ωñ°ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√
∑“ß°“√≈–§√ ¥‘©—π‰¥â‡¢â“øíß°“√∫√√¬“¬·≈–Ωñ°ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√¢Õß Tim
Baker ·≈– Fiona Lesley (®“°‚√ß≈–§√·Ààß™“µ‘‡«≈ å) π’Ë‡ªìπÀπ∑“ß
Àπ÷Ëß∑’Ë‚√ß≈–§√®–§◊π¿“…’„Àâ°—∫™ÿ¡™π¥â«¬°“√∑”„Àâ≈–§√‡¢â“‰ªÀ“™ÿ¡™π
·≈–∑”„Àâ™¡ÿ ™π§ÿâπ‡§¬°—∫¡—π
πÕ°®“°π’È·≈â« ¥‘©—π¬—ß‰¥â™¡≈–§√Õ’° ˘ ‡√◊ËÕß (´÷Ëß§‘¥«à“‡À¡“–°—∫ºŸâ
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I

t was a great honor to have been invited for a MediumTerm Visitors program by The Japan Foundation to visit Japan
from September 29 - November 26, 2000, to experience
Japanese culture. This was the first time in my life that I was set to
learn every aspect of the theatre in a country where I didn't
know the language. Hosted by Setagaya Public Theatre (by Mr.
TAKAHAGI Hiroshi), I was assisted to freely organize a very tight
schedule. And if it was not for the very kind hospitality of Ms. YAMAMOTO Chizuko, I probably would not have achieved the 60-days'
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to the general public who has funded the theatre with their tax money.
In addition, I have seen 9 theatre productions (considered
appropriate for both children and adults) which were produced by the
following theatre groups:
1.1 The Opera Theatre Konnyakuza, founded in 1971, with an aim
to create new operas sung in Japanese, have invented "Konnayku
Exercise" in their style of singing in order to make opera singing
accessible to the general public in Japan. Their touring production of
Teto the Robot for 1,000 elementary school children at Meguro Public
Hall was a good example of a Konnaykuza's production, where the
large-scale style of a grand opera was replaced with a small-scale
style of production, using only a piano and a small number of singers.
This mobility enables them to give performances to the public all over
Japan and recently the production has also toured throughout Asia
including Thailand. It is customary for Japanese public schools to
engage their students, at least once a year, to a theatrical performance. This practice has been an important support to the survival of
hundreds of the children's theatre troupes all over Japan. A survey by
the Japan Children and Youth Theatre Association in 1998 has shown
24,168 performances for an audience of 2 million children.
1.2 Puk Puppet Theatre, founded in 1929, the most well-known and
the oldest modern puppet theatre in Japan, aims to develop puppet theatre
that contributes peace and happiness to all people, young and old,
employing various techniques of presentation such as hand puppets,
marionettes, and body puppets. Their revival production of L'Oiseau Bleu
(originated in 1957) performed at Tokyo's Children Museum still proves their
sincere presentational style that reaches all the people. Having a small theatre building of their own since 1971 has been a great advantage to
their operations. To have witnessed two other productions, Lotta and
Zero, at the Puk Pupa Teatro, which is their own theatre house is to witness a rare phenomenon of an existing puppet troupe in today's world.
1.3 Kawasemi-Za, founded by YAMAMOTO Yoshiya in 1982, specializing in manipulating marionette puppets with sophisticated technique.
In his productions of Dreams in a Toy Box, Mahoroba, Yukige-A Snow Woman,
fairies, animals, plants, water and clouds, spirits and imaginary creatures
from Japanese legend or folktales appeared without words to elevate the
audience's imagination to a poetic world. The troupe has been invited
to perform at international puppet festivals in many countries and received
"The Best Quality of the Artist Animation Award" in 1996 in Hungary.
1.4 Yukiza, founded by YUKI Magosaburo during the Edo period
(1603-1867), is a traditional marionette theatre with a history spanning
some three and a half centuries, the company is registered as intangible
cultural assets of Tokyo City. Using a uniquely Japanese technique of
a manipulation board called Teita, the puppeteers have been giving
performances both in the traditional Gidayu-bushi and Joruri (ballade
drama) style as well as modern style. A comic folk drama I saw per12 formed by the traditional style, projected a realistic image of the rural life.
J A P A N After witnessing one of its classical repertoires with the Joruri narrative
L E T T E R chanting, I was aware of their eclecticism in other theatrical styles, which
they have drawn from many modern Japanese and translated
Western plays. This awareness has prompted me to realize the depth

™¡∑—Èß‡¥Á° ·≈–ºŸâ„À≠à) º≈‘µ‚¥¬§≥–≈–§√µà“ß Ê ¥—ßµàÕ‰ªπ’È
Ò.Ò §≥–≈–§√‚Õ‡ª√“§Õπ¬–§ÿ – °àÕµ—Èß„πªïæ.». ÚıÒÙ ‚¥¬¡’
«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å∑’Ë®– √â“ß √√§åº≈ß“π≈–§√‚Õ‡ª√“„À¡à Ê ∑’Ë√âÕß‡ªìπ¿“…“≠’ËªÿÉπ ‰¥â
§‘¥∑à“°“¬∫√‘À“√·∫∫§Õπ¬–¢ÿ ‡æ◊ÕË Õ∫Õÿπà √à“ß°“¬°àÕπ°“√√âÕß‡æ≈ß ·≈–∑”„Àâ°“√
√âÕß‡æ≈ß‚Õ‡ª√“‡¢â“∂÷ß§π≠’ªË πÿÉ ‚¥¬∑—«Ë ‰ª„Àâ‰¥â °“√· ¥ß ≠— ®√‡√◊ÕË ß ‡µ‚µ Àÿπà ¬πµå
∑”¢π¡ªíß ”À√—∫π—°‡√’¬πª√–∂¡ Ò §π ∑’Ë®—¥¢÷Èπ∑’ËÀÕª√–™ÿ¡‡¡ßÿ‚√– æ—∫≈‘§
‡ªìπµ—«Õ¬à“ß∑’¥Ë ¢’ Õß°“√· ¥ß¢Õßæ«°‡¢“ ‡æ√“–‡Àµÿ∑§’Ë ≥– “¡“√∂·∑π∑’°Ë “√· ¥ß
„À≠à Ê ¥â«¬°“√· ¥ß∑’Ë¡’¢π“¥¬àÕ¡°«à“ ¥â«¬‡ªï¬‚π‡æ’¬ßÀ≈—ß‡¥’¬« °—∫π—°√âÕß‰¡à
°’Ë§π §≥–‰¥âµ√–‡«π· ¥ß„Àâ§π¥Ÿ∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑» ·≈–‡¡◊ËÕ‰¡àπ“π¡“π’È §≥–‰¥âÕÕ°
‡Õ‡´’¬ —≠®√¡“· ¥ß∑’Ëª√–‡∑»‰∑¬¥â«¬ „π‚√ß‡√’¬π≠’ËªÿÉπ ∂◊Õ‡ªìπ∏√√¡‡π’¬¡∑’Ë®–
®—¥„Àâπ°— ‡√’¬π™¡°“√· ¥ß≈–§√Õ¬à“ßπâÕ¬ªï≈–§√—ßÈ ®÷ßπ—∫‡ªìπ°“√ π—∫ πÿπ∑“ßÀπ÷ßË
∑’Ë‚√ß‡√’¬π™à«¬„Àâ§≥–≈–§√‡¥Á°∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà‡ªìπ√âÕ¬ Ê §≥–∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»Õ¬Ÿà√Õ¥ ®“°
°“√ ”√«®¢Õß ¡“§¡≈–§√‡¥Á°·≈–‡¬“«™π·Ààßª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ„πªïæ.». ÚıÙÒ
æ∫«à“ ¡’°“√· ¥ß≈–§√∂÷ß ÚÙ,Òˆ¯ √Õ∫ „Àâ·°à‡¥Á°®”π«π Ú ≈â“π§π∑’‡¥’¬«
Ò.Ú §≥–≈–§√ÀÿàπªŸÖ° °àÕµ—Èß‡¡◊ËÕæ.». ÚÙ˜Ú ‡ªìπ§≥–≈–§√Àÿàπ ¡—¬
„À¡à∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß ·≈–‡°à“·°à∑’Ë ÿ¥„πª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ ¡’«—µ∂ÿª√– ß§å∑’Ë®– √â“ß √√§å

≈–§√Àÿàπ‡æ◊ËÕ —πµ‘¿“æ·≈–§«“¡ ¢ÿ ¢Õß§π∑ÿ°‡æ» ∑ÿ°«—¬ ‚¥¬„™â‡∑§π‘§À≈“¬ Ê
Õ¬à“ß„π°“√π”‡ πÕ ‡™àπ Àÿàπ¡◊Õ Àÿàπ™—° ·≈–Àÿàπ‡™‘¥ ≈–§√Àÿàπ‡√◊ËÕß L'Oiseau
Bleu (º≈ß“πµ—Èß·µàªï Úı) ∑’Ë· ¥ß ≥ æ‘æ‘∏¿—≥±å‡¥Á°‚µ‡°’¬«¬—ßæ‘ Ÿ®πå„Àâ‡ÀÁπ
«à“°“√π”‡ πÕÕ¬à“ß´◊ËÕ„ ®√‘ß„®∑”„Àâ≈–§√Àÿàπ¢Õßæ«°‡¢“‡¢â“∂÷ßºŸâ™¡∑ÿ°§π °“√∑’Ë
¡’‚√ß≈–§√‡≈Á° Ê ¢Õß§≥–‡Õßµ—Èß·µàªï ÚıÒÙ ‡ªìπª√–‚¬™πå·°à°“√∑”ß“π¢Õß
æ«°‡¢“Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß ‡¡◊ËÕ‰¥â™¡º≈ß“πÕ’° Õß‡√◊ËÕß §◊Õ Lotta ·≈– Zero ∑’Ë‚√ß≈–§√
ªŸÖ° ªŸªÑ“ ‡µÕ“‚µ√ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ‚√ß≈–§√¢Õß§≥–‡Õß °“√¥”√ßÕ¬Ÿà¢Õß§≥–≈–§√Àÿàπ„π
≈—°…≥–‡™àππ’È‡ªìπ ‘Ëß∑’ËÀ“æ∫‰¥â¬“°„π‚≈°ªí®®ÿ∫—π
Ò.Û §≥–≈–§√§“«“‡´¡‘ – °àÕµ—Èß¢÷Èπ„πªïæ.». ÚıÚı ‚¥¬‚¬™‘¬–
¬“¡“‚¡‚µâ ‡™’¬Ë «™“≠¥â“π°“√™—°‡™‘¥Àÿπà ¥â«¬‡∑§π‘§Õ—π≈–‡Õ’¬¥ÕàÕπ ≈–§√Àÿπà ‡√◊ÕË ß
Dreams in a Toy Box, Mahoraba, Yukige-A Snow Woman ∫√√¥“
π“ßøÑ“ µ— «å æ◊™ πÈ” °âÕπ‡¡¶ ¿Ÿµº’ ·≈– µ— «åª√–À≈“¥µà“ßÊ ®“°µ”π“π À√◊Õ
π‘∑“πæ◊Èπ∫â“π≠’ËªÿÉπ ∑’Ëª√“°Øµ—«∫π‡«∑’‚¥¬ª√“»®“°∫∑æŸ¥ ∑”„ÀâºŸâ™¡ √â“ß
®‘πµπ“°“√ Ÿà‚≈°Õ—π ÿπ∑√ §≥–π’È‰¥â√—∫‡™‘≠‰ª· ¥ß„π‡∑»°“≈≈–§√Àÿàππ“π“™“µ‘
¡“·≈â«À≈“¬ª√–‡∑» ∑—ßÈ ¬—ß‰¥â√∫— √“ß«—≈ The Best Quality of the Artist Animation Award ®“°ª√–‡∑» Œ—ß°“√’ ‡¡◊ËÕªï ÚıÛ˘ Õ’°¥â«¬
Ò.Ù §≥–≈–§√Àÿàπ¬Ÿ§‘ – °àÕµ—Èß‚¥¬¬Ÿ¢‘ ¡“‚ß´“∫ÿ‚√à „π ¡—¬‡Õ‚¥–
(æ.».ÚÒˆÙ-ÚÙÒ) ‡ªìπ§≥–≈–§√Àÿàπ™—°·∫∫ª√–‡æ≥’∑’Ë¡’ª√–«—µ‘¬“« π“π∂÷ß
“¡»µ«√√…§√÷Ëß ‰¥â√—∫°“√≈ß∑–‡∫’¬π‡ªìπ ¡∫—µ‘∑“ß«—≤π∏√√¡·Ààßπ§√‚µ‡°’¬«
„™â‡∑§π‘§°“√™—°Àÿàπ·∫∫≠’ËªÿÉπ‚¥¬„™â·ºàπ‰¡â∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡√’¬°«à“ ‡∑Õ‘µ– π—°™—°Àÿπà
“¡“√∂· ¥ß ‰¥â∑—Èß·∫∫ª√–‡æ≥’∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“ °‘¥“¬ÿ ∫ÿ™‘ ·≈–·∫∫≈–§√§”°≈Õπ∑’Ë
‡√’¬°«à“ ‚®√‘«À√‘ ‰¡à‡«âπ·¡â≈–§√Àÿàπ·∫∫ ¡—¬„À¡à ·¡â®–‡ªìπ≈–§√µ≈°·∫∫™“«

2. Cultural Aspect
Apart from the aforementioned educational and theatrical activities, I ventured further to give myself a wider experience with both the
traditional and contemporary theatre. Since autumn has been regarded as a season of arts and culture, visitors can easily participate in
many arts festivals including a great number of theatre festivals
throughout Japan. My summary of the theatrical experiences shall be
considered as an overview of the present Japanese theatre scenes.
2.1 The Traditional Theatre
Although there were movements against traditional theatre while
asserting western influence during the first half of the 20th century,
traditional theatre of Japan prevails and is well-supported mainly by
the government and private sectors in Japan today. To witness Japan's
national treasures at many different venues, is to see the outcome
of the long struggles through many challenges in Japanese cultural
history. The well-organized events, well-produced productions, and wellpreserved traditions signify how much the Japanese cherish their own
national heritage. At the venues where I visited, foreigners could fully
enjoy the performances by renting the "English Earphone-Guide" which
provided comments and explanations relating to the plot, music,
actors, and other features of the performance. This effort of having
the pre-recorded commentary timed perfectly to the action on stage,
plus the availability of the plot summary printed in English, demonstrates the thoughtful consideration the organizers have for the nonJapanese audience. The major venues for these events were National
Theatre of Japan, National Noh Theatre, Kabuki-Za Theatre, and
Nerima Cultural Center, featuring mainly traditional theatres such as
Kabuki, Noh, Kyogen and Bunraku through out the year. During the
time of my stay, there was not a day that something exciting about
traditional theatre did not happen, i.e. there was the first performance
of a particular Kabuki play ("Oguri Hangan Monogatari") in over 100
years, and there was a special Bunraku season where an Osaka

∫â“π∑’Ë¥‘©—π‰¥â™¡‡¢“· ¥ß„π·∫∫¥—Èß‡¥‘¡°Á„Àâ¿“æ™’«‘µ™π∫∑‰¥âÕ¬à“ß ¡®√‘ß ¡®—ß
À≈—ß®“°∑’Ë‰¥â™¡≈–§√§≈“ ‘§‡√◊ËÕßÀπ÷Ëß∑’Ë· ¥ß„π·∫∫‚®√‘«À√‘ §◊Õ¡’§π√âÕßæ“°¬å
‰ª¥â«¬π—Èπ ¥‘©—π‰¥â¡’‚Õ°“ æŸ¥§ÿ¬°—∫À—«Àπâ“§≥– ·≈–‰¥âæ∫√Ÿª¿“æº≈ß“π„π
Õ¥’µ¡“°¡“¬¢Õßæ«°‡¢“ ‰¥â‡ÀÁπ§«“¡πà“∑÷Ëß∑’Ë‡¢“¥÷ß‡Õ“ ‰µ≈å®“°≈–§√≠’ËªÿÉπ ¡—¬
„À¡à√«¡°—∫∫∑≈–§√·ª≈¢Õßµ–«—πµ°¡“„™â„π°“√· ¥ß ∑”„Àâ¥‘©—π¡Õß‡ÀÁπ§«“¡
≈ÿà¡≈÷°∑“ßæ—≤π“°“√¢Õß≈–§√Àÿàπ§≥–π’È∑’Ëπ”‡Õ“¢Õß‡°à“ °—∫¢Õß„À¡à‡¢â“¡“º ¡
º “π°—π‰¥â π‘∑ §«“¡ ”‡√Á®„π°“√∑”„Àâ¢Õß‡°à“°—∫¢Õß„À¡à‰¥â¥≈ÿ ¬¿“æ°—ππ’È‡ªìπ
‘Ëß∑’Ëæ‘‡»…Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß∑’Ë¬—ßÀ“‰¡àæ∫„π∫â“π‡√“
Ò.ı §≥–™‘¢‘ °àÕµ—Èß¡“µ—Èß·µàªïÚÙ˘ˆ ‡ªìπµ—«Õ¬à“ß∑’Ë¥’Õ’°Õ—πÀπ÷Ëß¢Õßº≈
æ«ß§«“¡‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«„π≈–§√‡«∑’ ¡—¬„À¡à∑’Ë‡√’¬°«à“ ™‘ß‡ß¢‘ ´÷Ëß‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ„π™à«ßµâπ
»µ«√√…∑’Ë Ú ‡πâπ°“√„™â‡∑§π‘§°“√≈–§√®“°µ–«—πµ°‚¥¬ªØ‘‡ ∏≈–§√‡°à“ Ê
Õ¬à“ß§“∫ÿ°‘ §≥–™‘¢‘¡’∫∑∫“∑ ”§—≠„π°“√º≈‘µ≈–§√·π«µ–«—πµ° ·¡â«à“≈–§√∑’Ë
æ«°‡¢“∑”„π√–¬–·√°®–‡ªìπ≈–§√µ–«—πµ°∑’Ë§àÕπ¢â“ßÀπ—° ‡™àπ‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß
Anouilh, Giradoux, Moliere, Shakespere ·≈– Chekhov À“°π—∫·µàªï
ÚıÒı ‡ªìπµâπ¡“®πªí®®ÿ∫π— æ«°‡¢“‰¥â∑”≈–§√‡æ≈ßÕÕ°¡“À≈“¬‡√◊ÕË ß Õ“∑‘ Cats,
The Phantom of the Opera ·≈– Les Miserables ‡ªìπµâπ ≈–§√‡√◊ËÕß
The Lion King „π¿“§¿“…“≠’ªË πÿÉ ‡À¡◊Õπ°—π∑ÿ°ª√–°“√°—∫‡√◊ÕË ß∑’‡Ë ≈àπ°—π∑’πË «‘ ¬Õ√å§
Õ¬à“ß‰√°Á¥’ ™‘¢‘°Á¬—ß∑”≈–§√‡æ≈ß¢Õßµ—«‡Õß‡√◊ËÕß All is A Dream ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß
‡°’Ë¬«°—∫™’«‘µ¢Õß‡¥Á° “«∑’Ë∂Ÿ°‡Õ“‰ªº‘¥µ—« ‡∏Õ®÷ßµâÕßÀ“∑“ß°≈—∫¡“¬—ß‚≈°∑’Ë‡∏Õ
‡§¬Õ¬Ÿà∑ÿ°«‘∂’∑“ß §ß‰¡à‡ªìπ°“√°≈à“«‡°‘π§«“¡®√‘ß‰ª«à“ ‰¡à¡’Õ–‰√„π≈–§√µ–«—π
µ°∑’Ë≠’ËªÿÉπ∑”‰¡à‰¥â ·≈–πÕ°®“°π’È·≈â« ≈–§√‡æ≈ß¢Õß§≥–™‘¢‘‰¥âæ‘ Ÿ®πåµ—«‡Õß«à“
‡ªìπ≈–§√æ“≥‘™¬å∑’Ë‡À¡“–°—∫√ π‘¬¡·≈–§«“¡µâÕß°“√¢Õß¡«≈™π∑ÿ°«—ππ’È
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of the development of this theatre group as a contemporary counterpart to both the classical Japanese theatre world as well as the modern theatre world. This achievement of balancing the old and the new
is indeed very unique, and still yet to be developed in Thailand.
1.5 Shiki, founded in 1953, is a good example of a consequence
from the Shingeki movement for its very active role in producing western
plays. Although it started out by producing serious western dramas
such as those of Anouilh, Giraudoux, Molière, Shakespeare, and Chekhov,
the company has entered the world of musicals such as Cats, The
Phantom of the Opera, and Les Misérables since 1972 up to the present.
The recent production of The Lion King, done in Japanese, was similar
in all aspects to the production in New York . Nevertheless, Shiki also produced its own original musical, like All is A Dream, telling a story of a
girl whose life was taken by mistake, and therefore must fight in every
way to return to the living world. It is certainly not an exaggeration to say
that there is nothing in the western theatre tradition that the Japanese can
not accomplish. Besides, Shiki's musical theatre has proved itself to
be an enterprise suited to the taste and demand of today's mass.

2. ¥â“π«—≤π∏√√¡
πÕ°®“°°‘®°√√¡¥â“π°“√»÷°…“·≈–°“√≈–§√¥—ß°≈à“«·≈â« ¥‘©—πÀ“‚Õ°“ ∑’Ë
®–‡æ‘Ë¡æŸπª√– ∫°“√≥å„Àâ°«â“ß‰°≈¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬°“√™¡≈–§√∑—Èß∑’Ë‡ªìπ≈–§√„π·∫∫
ª√–‡æ≥’ ·≈–≈–§√√à«¡ ¡—¬ ·≈–‡π◊ËÕß®“°ƒ¥Ÿ„∫‰¡â√à«ß‡ªìπƒ¥Ÿ°“≈¢Õßß“π»‘≈ª–
·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡ ·¢°∑’Ë¡“‡¬◊Õπª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ®÷ß “¡“√∂‡¢â“√à«¡ß“π‡∑»°“≈µà“ß Ê
∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ßßà“¬¥“¬ ¢âÕ √ÿª¢Õß¥‘©—π‡ªìπ¿“æ√«¡¢Õß ∂“π°“√≥å
¥â“π°“√≈–§√≠’ËªÿÉπ„πªí®®ÿ∫—π
Ú.Ò ≈–§√·∫∫ª√–‡æ≥’
·¡â«à“®–¡’°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«µàÕµâ“π≈–§√·∫∫ª√–‡æ≥’‡¡◊ËÕ≠’ËªÿÉπ√—∫‡Õ“Õ‘∑∏‘æ≈
≈–§√µ–«—πµ°‡¢â“¡“„π§√÷Ëß·√°¢Õß»µ«√√…∑’Ë Ú ≈–§√·∫∫ª√–‡æ≥’°Á¬—ß‰¥â√—∫
°“√ π—∫ πÿπ‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’®“°∑—Èß¿“§√—∞∫“≈·≈–‡Õ°™π®«∫®πªí®®ÿ∫—π °“√∑’Ë‰¥â
æ∫‡ÀÁπ ¡∫—µ‘∑“ß«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß≠’ËªÿÉπ„π ∂“π∑’ËÀ≈“¬·Ààß ∑”„Àâ‰¥â‡ÀÁπº≈≈—æ∏å
¢Õß°“√µàÕ ŸâÕ—π¬“«π“π„πª√–«—µ‘«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õßª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ¥â«¬ °“√®—¥ß“π
Õ¬à“ß¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ °“√º≈‘µß“πÕ¬à“ß¡’§≥ÿ ¿“æ µ≈Õ¥®π°“√Õπÿ√—°…å¢Õß‡°à“‰«â
Õ¬à“ß¥’‡¬’Ë¬¡‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß™’È„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“≠’ËªÿÉπ∂πÿ∂πÕ¡¡√¥°∑“ß«—≤π∏√√¡¢Õß™“µ‘‰«â
‰¥â¡“°¡“¬‡æ’¬ß„¥ µ“¡‚√ß≈–§√∑’Ë¥‘©—π‰ª¡“π—Èπ ºŸâ™¡™“«µà“ßª√–‡∑»®– πÿ°°—∫
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troupe toured to Tokyo. Among the many forms of traditional theatre,
Kabuki seemed to be the most popular to both the Japanese and foreign visitors. Originally consisting of a series of short dances, the
Kabuki repertoire now is huge and made up of both plays and dances,
most of which date from the 17th and 18th centuries. It was not by
chance that I had the opportunity to see the many styles of Kabuki
plays but it was through the serious efforts put forth by all sectors of
the Japanese society that Kabuki has survived and has somehow
become another symbol for tourist attraction. While the National
Theatre maintains a full-length-play presentation in a very sophisticated and stylish way, Kabuki-za Theatre (a private company) offers mixed
programs featuring singing, dancing and short plays in a more entertaining way. While the popularity of the Noh theatre is declining, one
can still expect to see free rehearsals at the National Noh Theatre at
certain times and a full-length program of Noh performances can be
expected almost every month. Thanks to the support of the government, the art of classical Noh theatre has become one of the world's
most important theatrical heritages. As a traditional art from Osaka,
Bunraku puppet theatre, considered to be the world's most sophisticated classical puppet theatre, has also held an important place in
the world's theatre. The few existing Bunraku troupes occasionally
tour to Nerima Cutural Center in Tokyo.
2.2 The Contemporary Theatre
To understand the contemporary theatre of Japan means knowing the history of the western style theatre in Japan and its influences on Japanese artists. At the beginning of the 20th century, due
to the trend in becoming westernized, many young and amateurish
theatre practitioners turned to translated western plays such as
Shakespeare, Ibsen and Chekhov, starting the "anti-Kabuki" slogan,
and this movement is known as the Shingeki (New Theatre). After
1920s, original Japanese in western-style plays were written, and new
playwrights emerged. With heated political climate in 1960s, a new
theatre movement emerged as post-Shingeki. Calling themselves
Angura-engeki (Underground Theatre), the theatre practitioners adapted techniques from Noh and Kabuki while using the western theatre
techniques as well. The Angura focussed on the current political or
social issues. After the 1970s, a new wave of young theatre practioners emerged. Although they used similar staging to the Angura, they
were no longer interested in political issues, they were more interested in the day-to-day problems concerned with their personal problems
such as love, sex, success in life, etc. Any dreams become possible
on stage even comic book characters. Their main subjects are usually
about alienation from the society.
As a result of a deep-rooted classical theatre culture and the
serious movements in contemporary theatre, Japan has become the
center of all kinds of performing arts in Asia. A visitor will always have
14 a problem selecting a performance in Tokyo for there are hundred of
J A P A N events going on at the same time every night at different places, from
L E T T E R the major performance venues to the unconventional, underground
venues. There are more than 2,800 public and commercial venues
throughout Japan but most of these venues are for rental only and do
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not produce in their own right. Recently, an effort to involve the local
government to commit to the arts has been developed, although the
funding for artistic creation is still limited. However, there are some
exceptional venues where the local governments have put an emphasis on
making the arts an important aspect of the community development.
A good example of such effort would be Setagaya Public Theatre,
opened in 1997, a non-profit theatre funded by the city of Setagaya,
the second largest borough in central Tokyo with a population of
900,000. The theatre is a part of the Setagaya Arts Center which
consists of an art center and 2 theatres. The Setagaya Arts Center
receives a budget of about 1,100 million yen annually from Setagaya
city, out of which 200 million yen are given to Setagaya Public theatre, who
also collects funds from other public and business sectors. The Japan
Foundation has been a strong supporter of this art center. The center
has 2 performance spaces: "The Public Theatre" (600 seats) and
"Theatre Tram" (250 seats), both of which were very beautifully designed
with deep understanding for versatile theatre productions. I was particularly impressed with the cultural management of both the Setagaya
City and the Art Center. This is a great example of how the local government returns the aesthetics to the community. The taxpayers are aware of
how their money is being used, and have a voice in how it should be
used. To have SATO Makoto as the first artistic director shows how
much the local government wants their art to be of good quality. As a
well-known playwright and theatre director for the past 40 years, SATO
Makoto has always been active in the kind of theatre that is innovative
and relevant to society. To have someone like him to run the theatre
is an important investment. As a result of the financial as well as
artistic support, Setagaya Public Theatre has become the center of
the cultural life for the Setagaya city's residents. I would like to give
some examples of events which I had attended, to demonstrate how
much this art center has committed to producing good quality performing arts, both domestic and international productions as follows:
1. A contemporary theatre production of The Farm Girl, written
and directed by NODA Hideki, explores the conflicting situations
aroused by capitalism, human desires and disillusion of the city life.
2. An English-translated play , Picasso at the Lapinagile, written
by Steve Martin,directed by Randall Arney, and acted by an ensemble
of professional Japanese casts. A realistic western production for its
visual designs and acting .
3. A French avant-garde, dance production, Triton 2ter, choreographed by Philippe Decoufle & Compagnie D.C.A. was a dynamic and
enigmatic dance performance, inspired by circus techniques.
4. A contemporary dance, Dolly, led by a famous Japanese
choreographer, OSHIMA Sakiko, demonstrated the high quality dance
with a strong sense of individuality.
Another venue with strong conviction to the arts like Setagaya
Public Theatre is Sai-No-Kuni Saitama Art Theatre, where famous professional directors and actors work hand in hand with amateurs. As a
cultural center located outside Tokyo, it is an example of the new
direction to the development of the cultural life in Japan. The internationally famous theatre director, NINAGAWA Yukio produces many
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¢Õßß“π¥â“π«—≤π∏√√¡ ”À√—∫™“«‡¡◊Õß‡´µ“ß“¬à“ ¥‘©—π„§√à¢Õ¬°µ—«Õ¬à“ßß“π∫“ß
ß“π∑’Ë¥‘©—π‰¥â™¡¡“ ‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–™à«¬™’È„Àâ‡ÀÁπ«à“»Ÿπ¬å»‘≈ª–·Ààßπ’È‰¥âº≈‘µß“π»‘≈ª–°“√
· ¥ß§ÿ≥¿“æ¥’ Ê ÕÕ°¡“ªÑÕπ™ÿ¡™π∑—Èß„π·≈–µà“ßª√–‡∑»¥—ßµàÕ‰ªπ’È
Ò. ≈–§√√à«¡ ¡—¬‡√◊ËÕß The Farm Girl ‡¢’¬π∫∑·≈–°”°—∫‚¥¬ Œ‘‡¥°‘ ‚π
¥– ‡ πÕ‡√◊ËÕß√“«§«“¡¢—¥·¬âß∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ®“°√–∫∫π“¬∑ÿπ µ—≥À“¢Õß¡πÿ…¬å ·≈–
°“√ª≈¥‡ª≈◊ÈÕßµ—«‡ÕßÕÕ°®“°«‘∂™’«‘µ™“«‡¡◊Õß
Ú. ≈–§√∑’∑Ë ”®“°∫∑≈–§√¿“…“Õ—ß°ƒ… ‡√◊ÕË ß Picasso at the Lapinagile
¢Õß Steve Martin °”°—∫‚¥¬ Randall Arney · ¥ß‚¥¬π—°· ¥ß¡◊ÕÕ“™’æ™“«
≠’ªË πÿÉ ‡ªìπ≈–§√µ–«—πµ°·π« ¡®√‘ß∑—ßÈ °“√ÕÕ°·∫∫¥â“π∑—»π»‘≈ªá·≈–Ωï¡Õ◊ °“√· ¥ß
Û. √–∫”·π«‡ø√π™å Õ“«Õß°“√å¥ Triton 2ter ÕÕ°·∫∫∑à“‡µâπ‚¥¬
Philippe Decoufle & Companie D.C.A. ∑’Ë‡µÁ¡‰ª¥â«¬°“√‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«∑’Ëπà“ 15
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Cultural Exchange Plaza

Shakespeare productions here, some of which are collaborations with
The Royal Shakespeare Company. I had a chance to see his production of Modern Noh Play, written by MISHIMA Yukio. It was an artistically strong production with a full-house audience.
Another interesting venue in central Tokyo is Aoyama Theatre,
where Tokyo International Festival of Performing Arts 2000 took place.
Here, a variety of small-scaled theatre and dance productions were
offered during October to December. Meanwhile, the New National
Theatre also held an Asian Art Festival where an international symposium and a series of Kuo Pao Kun's plays were held. Kuo Pao Kun is
a well-known Singaporean playwright and director, whose plays presented the cultural clashes of East and West, exploring human dilemmas in the present world. This festival presented 3 plays directed by
Japanese, Indian and Indonesian directors. One particular thing that I
noticed about these so-mentioned non-profit, art-oriented theatre productions was that they were mostly supported by The Japan Foundation.
Apart from the venues mentioned, visitors can always enjoy high
quality commercial productions offered by many famous theatre companies. While Shiki Theatre offers Broadway-style musicals, Takarazuka Kagekidan offers large-scale musical revues based on famous
western literature, and Sofia National Opera offers grand-scaled
operas from the international touring companies. In addition to theatre
and dance productions from other countries, the world famous
Canadian touring company, Cirque Du Soleil, offers an annual human-circus
performance in Tokyo, The Young Vic Theatre Company and the Royal
Shakespeare Company also offer performances at Tokyo's Globe Theatre.
Like any big city in the west, Tokyo offers a variety of choices
from classical theatre, to contemporary theatre, to commercial theatre, and pure entertainment. What makes Tokyo an outstanding place
for performing artists depends on how both the local government and
the general public cherish their classical or historical heritage along
with other modern art forms. To experience the theatre scenes in
Tokyo is to experience a culture of dynamism indeed.

3. Academic Aspect
I have attended the Asian Art Festival Symposium which was
held at the New National Theatre. Playwrights, directors, and a critic from 7
Asian countries were invited to share their views about the roles of
theatre in the midst of globalization. As a key-note speaker, Kao Pao
Kun, while offering a new vision of Singapore as a new Renaissance
city for theatre, stressed the values of theatre as a living art form and
insisted that theatre artists should not succumb to the lure of materialism
but strive for the genuine life force and intellectual power hidden in the art.
For the survival of the art, many speakers affirmed the role of the government and the private sector as the key supporters to the artists
(although the problem of censorship or control remained a dilemma).
Due to the limited writing space, I will give further details of the
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J A P A N symposium in the future edition of the Srinakarinwirot University's
L E T T E R Fine Arts Faculty Journal. Lastly, I would like to express my deep appreciation to The Japan Foundation, especially Mr. KOMATSU Junûetsu for giving
me the opportunity to experience the beautiful Japan.

∂“π∑’ËÕ’°·ÀàßÀπ÷Ëß∑’Ë¡’≈—°…≥– àß‡ √‘¡»‘≈ª–Õ¬à“ß®√‘ß®—ß‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—∫‚√ß
≈–§√‡´µ“ß“¬à“ æ—∫≈‘§ ‰¥â·°à ‚√ß≈–§√™◊ËÕ Sai-No-Kuni Saitama Art
Theatre ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ ∂“π∑’Ë∑’ËºŸâ°”°—∫≈–§√·≈–π—°· ¥ß≈–§√¡◊ÕÕ“™’æ¥—ß Ê ∑”ß“π
√à«¡°—∫¡◊Õ ¡—§√‡≈àπ „π∞“π–∑’Ë‡ªìπ»Ÿπ¬å«—≤π∏√√¡∑’Ëµ—ÈßÕ¬ŸàπÕ°°√ÿß‚µ‡°’¬« ‚√ß
≈–§√·Àà ß π’È ®÷ ß ‡ªì π Õ’ ° µ— « Õ¬à “ ßÀπ÷Ë ß ¢Õß∑‘ » ∑“ß„À¡à ¢ Õß°“√æ— ≤ π“ß“π¥â “ π
«—≤π∏√√¡„πª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ ºŸâ°”°—∫≈–§√ºŸâ¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß√–¥—∫π“π“™“µ‘ ¬Ÿ°‘‚Õ– π‘
π“ß“«à“ ‰¥â‡ πÕ≈–§√¢Õß‡™§ ‡ªï¬√åÀ≈“¬‡√◊ËÕß ≥ ‚√ß≈–§√·Ààßπ’È ∫“ß‡√◊ËÕß°Á‡ªìπ
º≈ß“π∑’Ë‡°‘¥®“°§«“¡√à«¡¡◊Õ°—∫ The Royal Shakespeare Company ¥‘©—π
‰¥â¡’‚Õ°“ ™¡≈–§√‡√◊ËÕß Modern Noh Play ´÷Ëß‡¢’¬π‚¥¬ ¬Ÿ°‘‚Õ– ¡‘™‘¡à“∑’Ë‡ªìπ
≈–§√∑’Ë¬Õ¥‡¬’Ë¬¡¡“°„π¥â“π¢Õß»‘≈ª–·≈–¡’ºŸâ™¡‰ª„Àâ°“√ π—∫ πÿπ‡µÁ¡‚√ß
¬—ß¡’‚√ß≈–§√∑’Ëπà“ π„®Õ’°·ÀàßÀπ÷Ëß°≈“ß°√ÿß‚µ‡°’¬«™◊ËÕ ‚√ß≈–§√Õ“
‚Õ¬“¡à“ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ ∂“π∑’Ë®—¥ß“π¡À°√√¡»‘≈ª–°“√· ¥ßπ“π“™“µ‘ Ú ®–À“
¥Ÿ°“√· ¥ß·≈–√–∫”¢π“¥¬àÕ¡‰¥â¡“°¡“¬∑’πË √’Ë –À«à“ß‡¥◊Õπµÿ≈“§¡ ∂÷ß‡¥◊Õπ∏—π«“§¡
„π√–¬–‡«≈“‡¥’¬«°—ππ’È‡Õß∑’Ë New National Theatre °Á®—¥ß“π¡À°√√¡»‘≈ª–
·Ààß‡Õ‡™’¬´÷Ëß¡’°“√®—¥°“√ª√–™ÿ¡π“π“™“µ‘ ·≈–‡ πÕ≈–§√¢Õß Kuo Pao Kun
Kuo Pao Kun ‡ªìπ™◊ËÕπ—°‡¢’¬π∫∑≈–§√·≈–ºŸâ°”°—∫¡’™◊ËÕ™“« ‘ß§‚ª√å ≈–§√¢Õß
‡¢“®–‡ªìπ‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß°“√ª–∑–°—π√–À«à“ß«—≤π∏√√¡µ–«—πÕÕ°°—∫µ–«—πµ° ·≈–
°“√‡º™‘≠Àπâ“¢Õß¡πÿ…¬å„π‚≈°ªí®®ÿ∫—π „π‡∑»°“≈¥—ß°≈à“«®–‰¥â™¡≈–§√ Û
‡√◊ËÕß ®“°ºŸâ°”°—∫ “¡™“µ‘ §◊Õ ≠’ËªÿÉπ Õ‘π‡¥’¬ ·≈–Õ‘π‚¥π’‡´’¬ ‘ËßÀπ÷Ëß∑’Ë¥‘©—π
—ß‡°µ‡ÀÁπ‡ªìπæ‘‡»…°Á§◊Õ≈–§√ à«π„À≠à‡À≈à“π’È´÷Ëß¡‘„™à≈–§√æ“≥‘™¬å ·µà‡ªìπ≈–§√
∑’Ë‡ πÕß“πÕ¬à“ß‡ªìπ»‘≈ª–‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ à«π„À≠à®“°¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ
πÕ°®“° ∂“π∑’Ë¥—ß‰¥â°≈à“«¡“·≈â« ¬—ßÕ“®À“¥Ÿ≈–§√‰¥âµ“¡§≥–≈–§√¡’™◊ËÕ
Õ◊πË Ê Õ’°¡“°¡“¬ §≥–™‘¢‘ ‡≈àπ≈–§√‡æ≈ß·π«∫√Õ¥‡«¬å §≥–∑“§“√–´÷°– §–‡ß¢‘¥ß—
‡ πÕ√’«‘«‡æ≈ßÕ—π¬‘Ëß„À≠à∑’Ë§—¥¡“®“°«√√≥°√√¡µ–«—πµ° ·≈– Sofia National
Opera ‡ πÕ‚Õ‡ª√à“¥—ß Ê®“°§≥–‚Õ‡ª√à“®“°π“π“™“µ‘ ·≈â«¬—ß¡’§≥–°“¬°√√¡®“°
§“π“¥“´÷Ëß¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß∑—Ë«‚≈° ™◊ËÕ§≥– Cirque Du Soleil ‡ªî¥°“√· ¥ßª√–®”ªï∑’Ë
°√ÿß‚µ‡°’¬« §≥– The Young Vic Theatre Company ·≈– The Royal Shakespear Company °Á‡ªî¥°“√· ¥ß∑’Ë Globe Theatre „π‚µ‡°’¬«‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—π
‚µ‡°’¬«°Á‡À¡◊Õπ°—∫‡¡◊Õß„À≠à∑«—Ë ‰ª„π´’°‚≈°µ–«—πµ°∑’¡Ë °’ “√· ¥ßÀ≈“°À≈“¬
„Àâ‡≈◊Õ°µ—ßÈ ·µà·∫∫§≈“ §‘ ‰ª®π∂÷ß·∫∫√à«¡ ¡—¬ ·∫∫∑’‡Ë ªìπæ“≥‘™¬å ·≈–∑’‡Ë ªìπ
§«“¡∫—π‡∑‘ß≈â«πÊ ßË‘ ∑’∑Ë ”„Àâ‚µ‡°’¬«‡ªìπ∑’¥Ë ß÷ ¥Ÿ¥π—°· ¥ß°Á§Õ◊ °“√∑’√Ë ∞— ·≈–‡Õ°™π
√à«¡°—π∂πÕ¡√—°…“¡√¥°∑“ß«—≤π∏√√¡§«∫§Ÿ‰à ª°—∫»‘≈ª–¬ÿ§„À¡à °“√‰¥â‰ª ¡— º—
≈–§√≠’ªË πÿÉ À≈“¬Ê·π«∑’‚Ë µ‡°’¬«‡ªìπ°“√‰¥â ¡— º— «—≤π∏√√¡·Ààßæ≈«—µ√Õ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß

Û. ¥â“π«‘™“°“√
¥‘©—π‰¥â√à«¡ª√–™ÿ¡„π¡À°√√¡»‘≈ª–·Ààß‡Õ‡™’¬´÷Ëß®—¥¢÷Èπ∑’Ë The New
National Theatre ¡’π—°‡¢’¬π∫∑≈–§√ ºŸâ°”°—∫≈–§√ ·≈–π—°«‘®“√≥å®“° ˜
ª√–‡∑»‰¥â√—∫‡™‘≠„Àâ·∫àßªíπ§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫∫∑∫“∑¢Õß≈–§√„π∑à“¡°≈“ß
°√–· ‚≈°“¿‘«—≤πå Kao Pao Kun ·¢°§π ”§—≠¢Õßß“π‰¥â‡πâπ„Àâ∑ÿ°§π
µ√–Àπ—°∂÷ß§ÿ≥§à“¢Õß≈–§√´÷Ëß‡ªìπ»‘≈ª–¡’™’«‘µ ·≈–¬È”«à“π—°°“√≈–§√ ‰¡à§«√µ°
Õ¬Ÿà„µâÕ”π“®¢Õß«—µ∂ÿπ‘¬¡ ·µàæ÷ßπ”‡Õ“æ≈—ß™’«‘µ æ≈—ßªí≠≠“∑’Ë´àÕπÕ¬Ÿà„π»‘≈ª–Õ—π
∫√‘ ÿ∑∏‘ÏÕÕ°¡“„™â ‡¢“æ¬“¬“¡®–‡ πÕ¡ÿ¡¡Õß„À¡à¢Õß ‘ß§‚ª√å„π∞“π–∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡¡◊Õß
≈–§√¬ÿ§øóôπøŸ·Ààß„À¡à„π‡Õ‡™’¬ ·≈–„πª√–‡¥Áπ∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫§«“¡Õ¬Ÿà√Õ¥¢Õß»‘≈ªîπ
π—Èπ ºŸâÕ¿‘ª√“¬À≈“¬∑à“π°Á‰¥â· ¥ß§«“¡‡ÀÁπ¥â«¬µàÕ∫∑∫“∑¢Õß¿“§√—∞·≈–
‡Õ°™π∑’ËµâÕß™à«¬°—π π—∫ πÿπ»‘≈ª– (∂÷ß·¡â«à“°“√∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿππ—Èπ »‘≈ªîπ
°Á¬—ßµâÕß‡º™‘≠°—∫ªí≠À“‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√§«∫§ÿ¡µ√«®µ√“µà“ßÊ °Áµ“¡)
‡π◊ËÕß®“°§«“¡®”°—¥¢Õß‡π◊ÈÕ∑’Ë ”À√—∫∫∑§«“¡π’È ¥‘©—π®–‡≈à“∂÷ß√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥
¢Õß°“√ª√–™ÿ¡¥—ß°≈à“«¢â“ßµâπ„π«“√ “√¢Õß§≥–»‘≈ª°√√¡»“ µ√å ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬
»√’π§√‘π∑√«‘‚√≤µàÕ‰ª ∑â“¬∑’Ë ÿ¥π’È ¥‘©—π„§√à¢Õ¢Õ∫§ÿ≥¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ªÿÉπ‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß Ÿß
‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß§ÿ≥®ÿπ‡ÕÁµ ÷ ‚§–¡—µ ÷ ∑’Ë°√ÿ≥“¡Õ∫‚Õ°“ „π°“√¬≈§«“¡
ß¥ß“¡¢Õßª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÿÉπ„π§√—Èßπ’È·°à¥‘©—π

√“¬°“√°‘®°√√¡
From December 2000 to February 2001 µ—ßÈ ·µà‡¥◊Õπ ∏.§.2543 ∂÷ß °.æ. 2544
December,2000
∏—π«“§¡ 2543
Film Showing çHome of Acornsé ¿“æ¬πµ√å‡√◊ËÕß é∫â“π≈Ÿ°‚Õä°é
The Japan Cultural Center, Bangkok
co-organised the film presentation of
çHome of Acornsé with the Asian Executive Committee of the Film Home of Acorns,
and the Embassy of Japan in Thailand.
The show took place at the Main Hall of
the Japan Cultural Center, Bangkok on
13th and 16th (twice) of December 2000.
It was the world premiere of the film's Thai
subtitled version. Mr. NAKAHASHI Makito,
the producer of the film, attended the first
show and gave a speech about the making of the film at the opening. Each show
had an audience of approximately 200,
among whom were the students invited
from the schools for the deaf.
Home of Acorns is an animation film
about a girl who cannot hear and has a mental disability from birth. Since its release in 1997 it has been
shown more than 3000 times all over Japan on voluntary basis.
January,2001

The 4th Asian Cartoon Exibhition
çThe 4th Asian Cartoon Exhibitioné was on view in
Thailand from 13 January-17 February, 2001 at the Art
Gallery, Japan Cultural Center, Bangkok, and Naresuan
University, Pisanulok .
The Japan Foundation has put on a cartoon exhibition every year ever since 1990 to enhance the public
recognition of Asian societies and cultures. The
immense variety of
cartoons has revealed
the hidden or overlooked aspects of
each society with its
strong satire.
This year each
cartoonist depicted
cartoons under the
theme of çAsia in the
1990s in Cartoonsé,
which we believe will
help elucidate Asia of

»Ÿπ¬å«≤
— π∏√√¡≠’ªË πÿÉ °√ÿß‡∑æœ
√à«¡°—∫ §≥–°√√¡°“√∫√‘À“√¿“æ
¬πµ√å ™ÿ ¥ ∫â “ π≈Ÿ ° ‚Õä ° ª√–®”‡Õ‡™’ ¬
·≈– ∂“π∑Ÿµ≠’ËªÿÉπª√–®”ª√–‡∑»
‰∑¬ ®—¥°“√©“¬¿“æ¬πµ√å‡√◊ËÕß
∫â “ π≈Ÿ ° ‚Õä ° ≥ Àâ Õ ßª√–™ÿ ¡ „À≠à
»Ÿ π ¬å «— ≤ π∏√√¡≠’Ë ªÿÉ π °√ÿ ß ‡∑æœ
‡¡◊Ë Õ «— π ∑’Ë 13 ·≈– 16 ∏— π «“§¡
2543 ¿“æ¬πµ√å ‡ √◊Ë Õ ßπ’È ‡ ªì π ¿“æ
¬πµ√å √ –¥— ∫ ‚≈°æ√â Õ ¡§”∫√√¬“¬
¿“…“‰∑¬ ‚¥¬‰¥â√—∫‡°’¬√µ‘®“°ºŸâ
Õ”π«¬°“√ √â“ß §ÿ≥π“§“Œ“™‘ ¡“
§‘‚µ– °≈à“« ÿπ∑√æ®πå„πæ‘∏’‡ªî¥
ß“π „π°“√©“¬·µà ≈ –√Õ∫¡’ ºŸâ ™ ¡
ª√–¡“≥ 200 §π ´÷ËßºŸâ™¡∫“ß à«π
‰¥â√—∫‡™‘≠¡“®“°‚√ß‡√’¬π ”À√—∫§π
ÀŸÀπ«°
∫â“π≈Ÿ°‚Õä° ‡ªìπ¿“æ¬πµ√å°“√åµŸπ‡°’Ë¬«°—∫™’«‘µ¢Õß‡¥Á°À≠‘ß
´÷Ëßæ‘°“√ÀŸÀπ«°·≈–ªí≠≠“ÕàÕπµ—Èß·µà‡°‘¥ π—∫µ—Èß·µà‡√‘Ë¡ÕÕ°©“¬
„πªï 2540 ¿“æ¬πµ√å ‡ √◊Ë Õ ßπ’È ‰ ¥â © “¬´È” °«à “ 3000 √Õ∫ „π
ª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÉÿπ
¡°√“§¡ 2544
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π‘∑√√»°“√¿“æ°“√åµŸπ‡Õ‡´’¬§√—Èß∑’Ë 4
¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÉπÿ °√ÿß‡∑æœ √à«¡°—∫¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬π‡√»«√ ‡ πÕß“π
π‘∑√√»°“√¿“æ°“√åµŸπ·Ààß‡Õ‡™’¬ §√—Èß∑’Ë 4 ®—¥ ≥ ÀâÕßÕ“√åµ·°≈
‡≈Õ√’Ë »Ÿπ¬å«—≤π∏√√¡≠’ËªÉÿπ °√ÿß‡∑æœ ·≈–¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬π‡√»«√
µ—Èß·µà«—π∑’Ë 13 ¡°√“§¡∂÷ß 17 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544
¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÉÿπ®—¥π‘∑√√»°“√¿“æ°“√åµŸπ¢÷Èπ∑ÿ°Ê ªï π—∫µ—Èß·µàªï
æ.». 2533 ‡æ◊ËÕ àß‡ √‘¡§«“¡‡¢â“„®‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ —ß§¡·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡
¢Õß°≈àÿ¡ª√–‡∑»‡Õ‡™’¬ °“√„™â™’«‘µ¢ÕßºâŸ§π„π°≈àÿ¡ª√–‡∑»‡Õ‡™’¬
À≈“¬ª√–‡∑»‰¥â√—∫°“√∂à“¬∑Õ¥
ºà “ ππ— ° «“¥°“√å µŸ π √–¥— ∫ ·π«
Àπâ“¢Õß·µà≈–ª√–‡∑»
π‘∑√√»°“√¿“æ°“√åµŸπ„πªï
π’È ‡ªìπ°“√©≈Õß§√∫√Õ∫ 10 ªï
¢Õßπ‘∑√√»°“√¥—ß°≈à“« ´÷Ëß®—¥
„πÀ—«¢âÕ ‡Õ‡™’¬„π∑»«√√…∑’Ëºà“π
¡“ π‘∑√√»°“√®–·∫àß‡ªìπ Õß
à « π à « π·√°∫√√¬“¬∂÷ ß °“√
‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¢Õß —ß§¡„π™à«ß∑’Ë
ª√–‡∑»„π‡Õ‡™’¬°”≈—ß¢¬“¬µ—«
∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘®Õ¬à“ßµàÕ‡π◊ËÕß¬“«
µ—Èß·µàªï æ.». 2533-2540 à«π∑’Ë
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the 1990s clearly. The exhibition has two parts.
Part I displays works of social changes that the
respective Asian nations went through during the
long economic growth period from 1990 to 1997.
Part II are works depicting societies after the outbreak of the Asian economic crisis, triggered in
Thailand in the summer of 1997.
A total of 10 cartoonists from China, Korea,
Japan, India, Indonesia, Myanmar, The Philippines,
Malaysia and Thailand have personally flavored
these stews of life and times in their respective
countries for your enjoyment in hope that these
90 humorous and satirical cartoons contribute to
a deeper understanding of Asia, in which we all
coexist and stimulate new interest in the societies and cultures of Asia.
For the opening ceremony in Bangkok, Mr.
Suluck Boonpan, a well-known cartoonist of the Thai-language newspaper çMatichoné gave a special cartoon-drawing
workshop for teens and children in Thai-language.

Õß®–‡ªì π º≈ß“π∑’Ë ‡ ≈à “ ∂÷ ß ¿“æ
— ß §¡À≈— ß ®“°‡°‘ ¥ «‘ ° ƒµ°“√≥å ∑ “ß
°“√‡ß‘π„π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§π’È ´÷Ëß‰¥â‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ∑’Ë
ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬„π™à«ßƒ¥Ÿ√âÕπªï æ.».
2540
π—°«“¥°“√åµŸπ 10 §π ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ
µ—«·∑π®“°®’π ‡°“À≈’ ≠’ËªÉπÿ Õ‘π‡¥’¬
Õ‘π‚¥π’‡´’¬ æ¡à“ øî≈‘ªªîπ å ¡“‡≈‡´’¬
·≈– ‰∑¬ µà“ß°Á· ¥ß·π«§‘¥∑’Ë¡’µàÕ
ª√–‡∑»¢Õßµπºà“πº≈ß“π 90 ™‘Èπ∑’Ë
√â“ß∑—ÈßÕ“√¡≥å¢—π·≈–™«π„Àâ©ÿ°§‘¥
‚¥¬À«—ß«à“¿“æ°“√åµŸπ‡À≈à“π’È®–™à«¬
√â “ ß‡ √‘ ¡ §«“¡‡¢â “ „®Õ— π ¥’ µà Õ °— π
√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»µà“ßÊ „π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§´÷Ëß
æ«°‡√“Õ“»—¬Õ¬àŸ√à«¡°—ππ’È ·≈– √â“ß
§à “ π‘ ¬ ¡„À¡à Ê „π — ß §¡·≈–«— ≤ π
∏√√¡¢Õß‡Õ‡™’¬
”À√—∫æ‘∏’‡ªî¥∑’Ë°√ÿß‡∑æœ ¡’°“√∫√√¬“¬·≈– “∏‘µ°“√«“¥°“√åµŸπ
”À√—∫‡¬“«™π‚¥¬§ÿ≥ ÿ≈—°…≥å ∫ÿπª“π π—°«“¥°“√åµŸπ®“°Àπ—ß ◊Õæ‘¡æå
¡µ‘™π ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 13 ¡°√“§¡

¡°√“§¡ 2544

January,2001

Lecture & Demonstration
By the Opera Theatre Konnyakuza
Preceeding the premier
opera performance of "Teto
the Robot: An Opera", which
was held in April 2001, the
members of Opera Theatre
Konnyakuza kindly conducted
their special lecture & demonstration for theatre concerned
people on 23 January 2001 at
the Main Hall of the Japan
Cultural Center, Bangkok.
They introduced their
unique exercise entitled
"Konnyaku Exercise", which is the most important practice
for them to sing Japanese songs clearly as well as acting
18 smoothly. Around 50 participants enjoyed the lecture &
J A P A N demonstration which were organized by the Japan
LETTER
Foundation, Bangkok.
This activity gave the opportunity for Thai participants to

°“√∫√√¬“¬·≈– “∏‘µ
‚¥¬§≥–≈–§√‚Õ‡ª√“§Õπ¬–§ÿ –
°à Õ πÀπâ “ ∑’Ë ® –‡ªî ¥ °“√
· ¥ß≈–§√‚Õ‡ª√“‡√◊ÕË ß "‡µ‚µ
Àÿàπ¬πµå ∑”¢π¡ªí ß " ‡¡◊Ë Õ
‡¥◊Õπ‡¡…“¬π 2544 ¡“™‘°
∫“ß§π¢Õß§≥–≈–§√‚Õ‡ª√“
§Õπ¬–§ÿ –‰¥â®¥— °“√∫√√¬“¬
·≈– “∏‘µ√Õ∫æ‘‡»… ”À√—∫ºŸâ
π„®∑—Ë«‰ª ‡¡◊ËÕ «— π ∑’Ë 23
¡°√“§¡ 2544 ≥ Àâ Õ ß
ª√–™ÿ¡„À≠à »Ÿπ¬å«—≤π∏√√¡
≠’ËªÿÉπ °√ÿß ‡∑æœ
æ«°‡¢“‰¥â · π–π”‡∑§
π‘ § °“√∫√‘ À “√√à “ ß°“¬„π
·∫∫¢Õßµ—«‡Õß ‡√’¬°«à“ "°“√∫√‘À“√√à“ß°“¬·∫∫§Õπ¬–¢ÿ" ´÷Ëß¡’ à«π
”§—≠„π°“√™à«¬„Àâ√âÕß‡æ≈ß¿“…“≠’ËªÿÉπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß¡’æ≈—ß ™—¥‡®π æ√âÕ¡°—∫
°“√· ¥ß∑’Ë≈◊Ëπ‰À≈ ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡°‘®°√√¡¥—ß°≈à“«ª√–¡“≥ 50 §π ≈â«π
πÿ° π“π°—∫°“√∫√√¬“¬ ·≈– “∏‘µ∑’Ë¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ °√ÿß‡∑æœ ®—¥¢÷Èπ„π
§√—Èßπ’È
°‘®°√√¡¥—ß°≈à“«‡ªî¥‚Õ°“ „ÀâºŸâ√à«¡ß“π™“«‰∑¬‰¥â‡√’¬π√Ÿâ∂÷ß §«“¡

·µ°µà“ß√–À«à“ß‚Õ‡ª√“¢Õß ™“«µ–«—πµ°°—∫‚Õ‡ª√“¢Õß≠’ËªÿÉπ„π·ßà¢Õß«‘∏’
°“√√âÕß ·≈–·¡â·µà«‘∏’°“√· ¥ßÕÕ°¢Õßµ—«≈–§√

February,2001

°ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544

The Wild,Wailing Sound of
TSUGARU SHAMISEN
Tsugaru Shamisen çKAZEé presented their
wonderfully grand performance in Thailand on
Monday 12 and Tuesday 13 February 2001 at the
Bangkok Playhouse. The powerful sound of a
total of 5 Shamisen players, who often played
solo with perfect technique, captivated all audiences, on both days, throughout the performance. In this dynamic and exciting performance
the audiences enjoyed the exquisite sound of
Tsugaru Shamisen and its harmony with the
singing, dancing and various traditional instruments, such as Shakuhachi solo by SUZUKI
Koshi, Taiko or Japanese drum by ABE Noboru
and folksong sung by KATAKURA Kyoko .
Shamisen is one of the traditional musical
instruments in Japan. It is a three-stringed lute

∑à«ß∑”πÕß‰√â¢’¥®”°—¥¢Õß
∑´÷ß“√ÿ ™“¡‘‡™ß

Activity Reports

know what is the difference between Western Opera and
Japanese Opera in terms of singing method, acting method,
and so both .

WEEKEND THEATER
January
Jan, 5
Tora-san Goes Religious
5 ¡.§.
‚∑√à“´—ßÀ≈«ßæ’Ë∑’Ë√—°
Jan, 12
The Rainbow Seeker
12 ¡.§.
™“¬ºâ‰Ÿ ¢«à§«â“ “¬√âßÿ
Jan, 19
Buddies
19 ¡.§.
‡æ◊ËÕπ§ŸàÀŸ
Jan, 26
Shall we dance?
26 ¡.§.
¡“‡µâπ√”°—π¥’°«à“

107
107
120
120
114
114
136
136

mins
π“∑’
mins
π“∑’
mins
π“∑’
mins
π“∑’

February
Feb, 2
Diary of Early Winter Shower 116
2 °.æ.
∫—π∑÷°ΩπµâπÀπ“«
116
Feb, 9
Nodo-Jiman
112
9 °.æ.
‚π–‚¥–¬‘¡—ß ª√–°«¥√âÕß‡æ≈ß¡◊Õ ¡—§√‡≈àπ 112
Feb, 16
Give It All
120
16 °.æ.
¡“æ¬“¬“¡°—π‡∂Õ–
120
Feb, 23
Ah, Spring
100
23 °.æ.
Õâ“.....ƒ¥Ÿ„∫‰¡âº≈‘
100

mins
π“∑’
mins
π“∑’
mins
π“∑’
mins
π“∑’

∑´÷ß“√ÿ ´“¡‘‡´ß §≥– ç§“‡ –é ‰¥â‡ªî¥°“√· ¥ß§√—Èß¬‘Ëß„À≠à¢Õßæ«°
‡¢“„πª√–‡∑»‰∑¬‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 12 ·≈– 13 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2543 ≥ ‚√ß≈–§√ 19
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played with a plectrum. It
has no single set tuning, so
the player can express his
or her individuality freely in
an improvisational manner
similar to jazz.
Tsugaru Shamisen is
a genre of traditional,
Japanese folk music, which
has developed in the Tsugaru region of what is now
Aomori prefecture, northern
part of the main Japanese
island, Honshu.
Young people today
take a global approach to music and are willing to listen to
any music provided in the world; of cause in Japan, too. This
aggressive open attitude eventually leads them to the
strongly emotional sound of Tsugaru Shamisen. Nowadays,
many young Japanese are enthusiastically attracted to the
wailing sound of Tsugaru Shamisen.

°“√√âÕß °“√‡µâπ ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕß
¥πµ√’∑’Ë‡µÁ¡‰ª¥â«¬™’«‘µ™’«“
Õ’°π“π“™π‘¥ Õ“∑‘ °“√· ¥ß
‡¥’Ë¬«™“¢ÿŒ–®‘‚¥¬‚§™‘ ´Ÿ ÿ°‘
· ¥ß‰∑‚°–À√◊Õ°≈Õß≠’ËªÉÿπ
‚¥¬‚π‚∫√ÿ Õ“‡∫– ·≈–°“√√âÕß
‡æ≈ßæ◊È π ∫â “ π‚¥¬‡§’ ¬ «‚°–
§“µ“§ÿ√–
™“¡‘‡´ß ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¥πµ√’
‚∫√“≥¢Õß≠’ËªÉÿπ ¡’≈—°…≥–
§≈â“¬æ‘≥ “¡ “¬ ‡≈àπ‚¥¬
„™â·ºàπß“À√◊Õ°√– ¥’¥„Àâ‡°‘¥
‡ ’¬ß ‰¡à¡’°“√µ—Èß‡ ’¬ß ¥—ßπ—Èπ
ºâŸ ‡ ≈à π ®÷ ß “¡“√∂· ¥ßÕÕ°
∂÷ß§«“¡‡ªìπµ—«¢Õßµ—«‡Õß‰¥â
Õ¬à“ß‡µÁ¡∑’Ë‡™àπ‡¥’¬«°—∫¥πµ√’·®ä
∑´÷ß“√ÿ ™“¡‘‡´ß ‡ªìπ‡§√◊ËÕß¥πµ√’æ◊Èπ∫â“π¢Õß≠’ËªÉÿπ™π‘¥Àπ÷Ëß∑’Ë¡’∂‘Ëπ
°”‡π‘¥„π·∂∫∑´÷ß“√ÿ ªí®®ÿ∫—π§◊Õ®—ßÀ«—¥Õ“‚Õ‚¡À√‘ ´÷ËßÕ¬àŸ∑“ßµÕπ‡Àπ◊Õ
¢Õß‡°“–ŒÕπ™Ÿ ª√–‡∑»≠’ËªÉπÿ
§«“¡ π„®¥â“π¥πµ√’¢Õß §πÀπàÿ¡ “« ¡—¬π’È°«â“ß¢÷Èπ à«π„À≠à π„®
¥πµ√’∑°ÿ ™π‘¥∑’Ë¡’Õ¬à„Ÿ π‚≈° §πÀπà¡ÿ “«∑’Ë≠’ËªÉπÿ °Á‡™àπ°—π ·≈–§«“¡ π„®
„§√à√âŸπ’È‡Õß∑’Ë∑”„Àâæ«°‡¢“§Èπæ∫‡ ¬’ ßÕ—π‡µÁ¡‰ª¥â«¬æ≈—ß ¢Õß™“¡‘‡´ß ∑ÿ°
«—ππ’ÈÀ≈“¬µàÕÀ≈“¬§π§≈—Ëß‰§≈â‡ ’¬ß¢Õß∑´÷ß“√ÿ ™“¡‘‡´ß
°ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544

February,2001

Story-Telling Hour : MIYAZAWA Kenji
The Beloved Fantasy Novelist

™—Ë«‚¡ßπ‘∑“π : ‡§π®‘ ¡‘¬“´“«–
π—°‡¢’¬π‡√◊ËÕß·øπµ“´’ºŸâ‡ªìπ∑’Ë√—°

The Japan Foundation, Bangkok co-organized the "Story¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ °√ÿß‡∑æœ √à«¡°—∫™¡√¡¡‘¬“´“«– ‡§π®‘ ·≈– ¡“§¡
Telling Hour: MIYAZAWA Kenji" with the Miyazawa Kenji
àß‡ √‘¡‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’ (‰∑¬-≠’ËªÿÉπ) ®—¥°‘®°√√¡„Àâ™◊ËÕ«à“ "™—Ë«‚¡ßπ‘∑“π: ‡§π
Society and Technology Promotion Association (Thailand - Japan) ®‘ ¡‘¬“´“«–" ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 24 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544 ≥ ÀâÕßª√–™ÿ¡„À≠à »Ÿπ¬å
on 24 February 2001 at the Main Hall of
Films for the Challenged : In Search of the Human Bonds
the Japan Cultural Center, Bangkok.
¿“æ¬πµ√åª≈ÿ°‡√â“°”≈—ß„® : ‡æ◊ËÕ§«“¡‡°◊ÈÕ°Ÿ≈„πÀ¡àŸ¡πÿ…¬™“µ‘
MIYAZAWA Kenji (1896-1933) is Fri.1, Dec. 18:30 This is Noriko/1981
117 mins
known in Japan as one of the few writ- »ÿ°√å∑’Ë 1 ∏.§. 18:30 §«“¡Ωíπ¢Õß‚π√‘‚°– (∫√√¬“¬‰∑¬) 2524
117 π“∑’
ers who wrote many stories in which Fri.8, Dec. 18:30 Roar of the Crowd/1990
103 mins
forests and animals, flowers and stones »ÿ°√å∑’Ë 8 ∏.§. 18:30 ‡¬“«å«—¬√à«¡Ωíπ (∫√√¬“¬‰∑¬) 2533
103 π“∑’’
play a main role vis-a-vis human beings. Wed.13, Dec. 18:00 Home of Acorns (guest and invitees only)/1997 110 mins
He never became a professional writer, æÿ∏∑’Ë 13 ∏.§. 18:00 ∫â“π≈Ÿ°‚Õä° (√Õ∫æ‘‡»… ”À√—∫·¢°√—∫‡™‘≠) 2540 110 π“∑’
but remained an ordinary man who had Fri.15, Dec 18:30 Husty (Hello, Harness) English subtitles/1982 90 mins.
wished his stories be read by all people, »ÿ°√å∑’Ë 15 ∏.§. 18:30 Œ— µ’È ºŸâπ”∑“ß (∫√√¬“¬‰∑¬) 2525
90 π“∑’’
irrespective of nationality, religion and Sat.16, Dec 15:00 Home of Acorns/1982
110 mins.
20 racial differences. Now his dream has
‡
“√å
∑
’
Ë
16
∏.§.
18:30
∫â
“
π≈Ÿ
°
‚Õä
°
(∫√√¬“¬‰∑¬)
2540
110 π“∑’
J A P A N come true. His works have been rendered
Fri.22, Dec 18:30 A Scene at the Sea/1991
101 mins
LETTER
into Western and Asian languages includ- »ÿ°√å∑’Ë 22 ∏.§. 18:30 ∑–‡‡≈· π‡ß’¬∫ (∫√√¬“¬‰∑¬) 2534
101 π“∑’
ing Thai language.
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This time we lead the audience of more than 100 people
into Kenji's fantastic world through various activities, such as
story reading, singing a song and a dramatized performance by
the members of the Miyazawa Kenji Society, as well as
through a film showing, an art exhibition and book selling.
Quite a lot of parents and children enjoyed not only the stories but also the each word written by MIYAZAWA Kenji.

«—≤π∏√√¡≠’ËªÿÉπ °√ÿß‡∑æœ
‡§π®‘ ¡‘¬“´“«– (§.».1896-1933) ‡ªìπÀπ÷Ëß„ππ—°‡¢’¬π®”π«ππâÕ¬
§π¢Õß≠’ËªÿÉπ∑’Ë‡¢’¬π‡√◊ËÕß„Àâ∫√√¥“ ‘ß “√“ —µ«åπâÕ¬„À≠à ªÉ“‡¢“≈”‡π“‰æ√
·≈–æ◊™æ√√≥‰¡âπ“π“™π‘¥ ¡’™’«‘µ‚≈¥·≈àπ‰ª°—∫¡πÿ…¬å ‡¢“‰¡à‡§¬‡ªìππ—°
‡¢’¬πÕ“™’æ ·µà„™â™’«‘µ·∫∫ “¡—≠™π∑’ËÀ«—ß«à“ºŸâ§π∑—Ë«‰ª®–Õà“π‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß
‡¢“‚¥¬‰¡à‡°’Ë¬ß§«“¡·µ°µà“ß¢Õß‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘ —≠™“µ‘ ·≈–»“ π“ º≈ß“π
¢Õß‡¢“‰¥â√—∫°“√·ª≈‡ªìπ¿“…“µ–«—πµ° ·≈–¿“…“µ–«—πÕÕ° √«¡∑—Èß
¿“…“‰∑¬
„π§√—Èßπ’È ‡√“‰¥âπ”ºŸâ™¡°«à“ 100 §π∑àÕß‰ª„π‚≈°·Ààß®‘πµπ“°“√
¢Õß‡§π®‘ ¡‘¬“´“«–‚¥¬°“√®—¥°‘®°√√¡Õ—πÀ≈“°À≈“¬ ‰¥â·°à °“√‡≈à“
π‘∑“π °“√√âÕß‡æ≈ß °“√Õà“π∫∑≈–§√‚¥¬ ¡“™‘°¢Õß™¡√¡¡‘¬“´“«–
‡§π®‘ °“√©“¬¿“æ¬πµ√å π‘∑√√»°“√¿“æª√–°Õ∫π«π‘¬“¬¢Õß‡§π®‘ ¡‘
¬“´“«– ·≈–°“√®”Àπà“¬Àπ—ß ◊Õ∑’Ë·ª≈®“°º≈ß“π¢Õßπ—°‡¢’¬π∑à“ππ’È ∑—Èß
§ÿ≥æàÕ§ÿ≥·¡à·≈–‡¥Á° Ê µà“ß‡æ≈‘¥‡æ≈‘π πÿ° π“π‰ª°—∫‡√◊ËÕß√“« ·≈–
∂âÕ¬§”√–À«à“ß∫√√∑—¥¢Õßπ—°‡¢’¬πÕ“¿—æºŸâπ’È

Japanese Cinema Caravan December-January 2001
§“√“«“π¿“æ¬πµ√å≠’ËªÉÿπ ∏—π«“§¡-¡°√“§¡ 2544
Date
Dec 25,2000
Dec 26,2000
Dec 26,2000
Dec 27,2000
Jan 23,2001
Jan 24,2001

Jan 25,2001

School/Institution

No.of Audience (Prs.)

Suksasongkuar Mae Hong Sorn
√.√. »÷°…“ ß‡§√“–Àå ·¡àŒàÕß Õπ
Anubaan Mae Hong Sorn (Kindergarten 1-2) √.√. Õπÿ∫“≈·¡àŒàÕß Õπ
Anubaan Mae Hong Sorn (Grade 5)
√.√. Õπÿ∫“≈·¡àŒàÕß Õπ
Hong Sorn Suksa (Grade 8-9)
√.√. ÀâÕß Õπ»÷°…“
Mae Sariang Boripat Suksa (Grade 10-12) √.√. ·¡à –‡√’¬ß∫√‘æ—µ√»÷°…“
Thesabal Chumchon Vimon Vidhaya School √.√. ‡∑»∫“≈™ÿ¡™π«‘¡≈«‘∑¬“
Tras Trakarn Khun School (Grade 9-10) √.√. µ√“…µ√–°“√§ÿ≥
Tras Trakarn Khun School (Grade 10)
√.√. µ√“…µ√–°“√§ÿ≥
Tras Trakarn Khun School (Grade 11)
√.√. µ√“…µ√–°“√§ÿ≥
Tras Trakarn Khun School (Grade 12)
√.√. µ√“…µ√–°“√§ÿ≥
Khao Noi Vidhaya School
√.√. ‡¢“πâÕ¬«‘∑¬“§¡
All school including teachers staffs

Total Viewers

950
90
155
300
350
320
200
680

120

3,165
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Library Information

During past April 2001, the Japan Foundation's
Library had been under improvement and renovations of

Improved Library & Services
°“√æ— ≤ π“·≈–ª√— ∫ ª√ÿ ß ∫√‘ ° “√¢ÕßÀâ Õ ß ¡ÿ ¥
its facilities and services. Annual thorough checking of
books and audio-visual items in the Library had been
made and completed, and new provision of facilities
made. Details are as follows:
1) Installation of preventive devices against shopliftings : A electronic-controlled remote sensor is installed
at the front entrance of the Library. After the Library
users complete their primary prerequisitions of signing-in
their names and lodging their personal belongings at the
provided lockers, they are required to enter the Library
through the designated entrance only.
Members of the Library who borrow books or audio-visual
items are requested to bring the wanted items to the Library
personnel, for erasing of the protective codes therefrom.
In spite of failure to comply with this rule, the borrowed items are taken through the Library's door, then
the remote sensor shall stir the warning sounds, thereby
remind the borrowers to bring those wanted items to the
Library personnel once more for checking if required procedures have been responded correctly.
2) New furniture and other facilities have been added
into the Library : new items such as shelves for videotapes, for new books and for children's books have been provided to allow more convenience to users.
It is hoped that the improvement and redecoration
mentioned above may provide better facilities and meet
the desire of all users
When Library users have comments or suggestions
to offer, we are pleased to accept them, and you are invited to drop your suggestions or comments into the box
provided in front of the Library, or hand over to the Library
personnel, or else you can send them via our e-mal
address at info@jfbkk.or.th Thank You.
Check out The Japan Foundation Bangkok, Web Site
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„π‡¥◊Õπ‡¡…“¬π 2544 ∑’Ëºà“π¡“ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‰¥âªî¥∫√‘°“√‡æ◊ËÕ
¥”‡π‘π°“√ ”√«®Àπ—ß ◊Õ ·≈– ◊ËÕµà“ßÊ ¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡ªìπ‡«≈“ 1

The Japan Foundation was established in1972 to promote international cultural exchange between Japan and other countries. The Japan
Foundation,Bangkok is one of the twenty overseas field offices of The
Japan Foundation,and it has three parts,JJCC : The Japan Cultural
Center,BBLC : Bangkok Language Center (for Japanese Language instruction),and the Library Service.

http://www.jfbkk.or.th

‡¥◊Õπ ¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‰¥â¡’°“√ª√—∫ª√ÿß∫√‘°“√µà“ßÊ „π
‚Õ°“ ‡¥’¬«°—ππ’È‰ªæ√âÕ¡Ê °—π¥â«¬ ‚¥¬¡’√“¬≈–‡Õ’¬¥µà“ßÊ ¥—ßµàÕ
‰ªπ’È
1. ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‰¥â¡’°“√µ‘¥µ—Èß√–∫∫ªÑÕß°—π°“√¢‚¡¬Àπ—ß ◊Õ
·≈–«— ¥ÿ¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ ‚¥¬‰¥âµ‘¥µ—Èßª√–µŸµ√«®®—∫∑’Ë∫√‘‡«≥ª√–µŸ
Àπâ“¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ ¥—ßπ—Èπ À≈—ß®“°≈ß™◊ËÕ‡æ◊ËÕ‡¢â“„™â∫√‘°“√¢ÕßÀâÕß
¡ÿ¥ ·≈–‡°Á∫ —¡¿“√–µà“ßÊ ¢Õß∑à“π„πµŸâ‡°Á∫¢Õß∑’ËÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥®—¥
‡µ√’¬¡‰«â·≈â« ºŸâ„™â∫√‘°“√∑ÿ°∑à“πµâÕß‡¢â“„™â∫√‘°“√‚¥¬‡¥‘πºà“π‡¢â“ÕÕ°„π™àÕßª√–µŸ∑’Ë°”Àπ¥‰«â‡∑à“π—Èπ

”À√—∫ºŸâ„™â∫√‘°“√∑’Ë‡ªìπ ¡“™‘°¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥∑ÿ°∑à“π∑’Ë
¬◊¡Àπ—ß ◊ÕÀ√◊Õ«— ¥ÿ¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ µâÕß‰¡à≈◊¡∑’Ë®–„Àâ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’Ë≈∫
—≠≠“≥¢ÕßÀπ—ß ◊ÕÀ≈—ß°“√¬◊¡Àπ—ß ◊ÕÀ√◊Õ ◊ËÕµà“ßÊ ∑ÿ°§√—Èß À“°
‰¡à¥”‡π‘π°“√¥—ß°≈à“«·≈â« ‡¡◊ËÕºŸâ„™â∫√‘°“√π”Àπ—ß ◊Õºà“πÕÕ°‰ª
®“°ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥°Á®–¡’‡ ’¬ß —≠≠“≥‡µ◊Õπ¥—ß¢÷Èπ ·≈–ºŸâ¬◊¡µâÕßπ”
Àπ—ß ◊Õ ·≈–«— ¥ÿπ—Èπ°≈—∫¡“„Àâ‡®â“Àπâ“∑’ËÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥µ√«® Õ∫Õ’°§√—Èß
Àπ÷Ëß«à“ ‰¥â¥”‡π‘π°“√¬◊¡ÕÕ°‰ªÕ¬à“ß∂Ÿ°µâÕßÀ√◊Õ‰¡à
2. ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‰¥â∑”°“√ª√—∫ª√ÿß·≈–‡æ‘Ë¡‡µ‘¡‡øÕ√åπ‘‡®Õ√å„À¡à
‡¢â“ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ Õ“∑‘‡™àπ ™—Èπ«“ß«‘¥’‚Õ‡∑ª ™—Èπ· ¥ßÀπ—ß ◊Õ„À¡à ·≈–
™—Èπ«“ßÀπ—ß ◊Õ‡¥Á° ‡ªìπµâπ ‡æ◊ËÕ„ÀâºâŸ„™â∫√‘°“√¡’§«“¡ –¥«°¡“°¢÷Èπ
ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥À«—ß‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß«à“ °“√æ—≤π“·≈–ª√—∫ª√ÿß°“√
∫√‘°“√µà“ßÊ ¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥®– √â“ß§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® ·≈–§«“¡ –¥«°
„π°“√„™â∫√‘°“√·°àºŸâ„™â∫√‘°“√∑ÿ°∑à“π ·≈–À“°ºŸâ„™â∫√‘°“√∑à“π„¥¡’
§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπÀ√◊Õ¢âÕ‡ πÕ·π–„π°“√ª√—∫ª√ÿß∫√‘°“√¢ÕßÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥
¢Õ‡™‘≠∑ÿ°∑à“ππ”‡ πÕºà“π°≈àÕß√—∫§«“¡§‘¥‡ÀÁπ´÷Ëßµ—ÈßÕ¬Ÿà∑’ËÀπâ“
ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ À√◊Õ∑’Ë‡®â“Àπâ“∑’ËÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‚¥¬µ√ß À√◊Õºà“π∑“ß E-mail
∑’Ë info@jfbkk.or.th

MOBILE LIBRALY SERVICE
IN INDOCHINA :
A WORKSHOP 18-24 FEB 2001
By Dr. Pensri Guaysuwan

‚§√ß°“√∫√‘°“√ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë
„πª√–‡∑»·∂∫Õ‘π‚¥®’π
18-24 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544

Àæ—π∏å√–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»«à“¥â«¬ ¡“§¡·≈– ∂“∫—πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‚¥¬
”π— ° ß“πª√–®”¿“§æ◊È π ‡Õ‡™’ ¬ ·≈–‚Õ‡™’ ¬ ‡π’ ¬ (International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions; Regional
Office for Asia and Ocenia: IFLA ROAO) ‰¥â√‘‡√‘Ë¡‚§√ß°“√ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥
‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë‡æ◊ËÕ°“√æ—≤π“Õ¬à“ß¬—Ëß¬◊π¡“µ—Èß·µàªï 2541 ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕ»÷°…“§«“¡
‡ªìπ‰ª‰¥â„π°“√„™â·π«§«“¡§‘¥¥—ß°≈à“«µàÕ°“√æ—≤π“™ÿ¡™π„π√–¥—∫æ◊Èπ
∞“π °“√ π—∫ πÿπ‚§√ß°“√¥—ß°≈à“«π’È‰¥â√—∫§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ‡∫◊ÈÕßµâπ‡ªìπ
ª√–®”∑ÿ°ªï®“° Àæ—π∏åœ ´÷ËßµàÕ¡“ ”π—°ß“πª√–®”¿“§æ◊Èπ‡Õ‡™’¬·≈–‚Õ
‡™’¬‡π’¬‰¥âπ”‡ πÕ‚§√ß√à“ß¢Õß‚§√ß°“√µàÕ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ »Ÿπ¬å‡Õ‡™’¬ ‡æ◊ËÕ
¢¬“¬°“√»÷°…“§«“¡‡ªìπ‰ª‰¥â∑’Ë®–§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡‚§√ß°“√¥—ß°≈à“«„π¿Ÿ¡‘
¿“§Õ‘π‚¥®’π ´÷Ëß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ °Á‰¥â„Àâ°“√Õπÿ¡—µ‘∑πÿ π—∫ πÿπ‚§√ß°“√¢π“¥
‡≈Á°ª√–®”ªïß∫ª√–¡“≥ 2542 ·°à§≥–∑”ß“π‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–»÷°…“·≈–µ‘¥µàÕ
ª√– “πß“π°—∫Àπà«¬ß“πµà“ßÊ„πª√–‡∑»·∂∫Õ‘π‚¥®’π Õ—π‰¥â·°à °—¡æŸ™“
·≈– ≈“« „π‡¥◊Õπ¡’π“§¡ ·≈– ‡«’¬¥π“¡„π‡¥◊Õπ æƒ…¿“§¡ 2543 ´÷Ëß
µàÕ¡“ Àæ—π∏åœ‰¥âª√—∫ª√ÿß·ºπß“π·≈–‚§√ß°“√µà“ßÊ∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«¢âÕß°—∫
ª√–‡∑»„π¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§π’È‡æ◊ËÕπ”‡ πÕµàÕ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ »Ÿπ¬å‡Õ‡™’¬Õ’°§√—Èß„π‡¥◊Õπ
æƒ…¿“§¡ 2543 ”À√—∫°“√æ‘®“√≥“‚§√ß°“√∑’Ë¡’°“√¥”‡π‘πß“π¿“¬„π
°≈“ßªïß∫ª√–¡“≥¢Õß≠’ËªÉÿπ µ—Èß·µà«—π∑’Ë 1 µ.§. 2543 ∂÷ß 31 ¡’.§. 2544.

¥√.‡æÁ≠»√’ °ä«¬ ÿ«√√≥
À≈—ß®“°π—Èπ "‚§√ß°“√∫√‘°“√ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë„πª√–‡∑»·∂∫Õ‘π
Headquaters and IFLA Advancement of Librarianship Core ‚¥®’π" °Á‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ¿“¬„µâ‚§√ß°“√§«“¡™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ·∫∫„Àâ‡ª≈à“
Programme (ALP). Later, a pre-proposal was submitted to the ¢Õß¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ »Ÿπ¬å‡Õ‡™’¬ ‡¡◊ËÕ«—π∑’Ë 5 °—π¬“¬π 2543 ‚¥¬ Àæ—π∏å
Japan Foundation Asia Center (JFAC) in an attempt to
further the study to cover the Indochina region. With M(Prh.oHtOoMgrMapAheYdutbaykaW, ADTirAeNcAtoBrEoSf atchheikJoa)pan Foundation Bangkok, presented his welcome address.
generous support from the Japan Foundation under
the Small Grant Program (FY 1999), our team was able to
visit Cambodia and Lao P.D.R. in March, and Vietnam
later in May, to make preliminary contact and to study
the possibility of a future plan. The revised proposal
was then submitted to the JFAC in May 2000.
The Project had reached an important stage
when the JFAC approved financial support under the
grant program for the period October 1, 2000 - March 31,
2001 to support the organization for a one week workshop "Mobile Library Services in Indochina" The workshop was carried out 18-24 February 2001 by the IFLA
ROAO with the cooperation of the International Librarian
and Information Specialist Group of the Thai Library Association (TLA ILIS), Mahasarakham University Library, and the √–À«à“ßª√–‡∑»«à“¥â«¬ ¡“§¡·≈– ∂“∫—πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ ª√–®”¿“§æ◊Èπ‡Õ‡™’¬
National Library of Laos. Additional financial support from IFLA ·≈–‚Õ‡™’¬‡π’¬ √à«¡°—∫ ¡“§¡ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥·Ààßª√–‡∑»‰∑¬, ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥
was provided through its Section on Regional Activities: Asia ¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬¡À“ “√§“¡ ·≈– ÀÕ ¡ÿ¥·Ààß™“µ‘ ªª. ≈“« ®—¥°“√ª√–™ÿ¡
and Oceania, for the expenses of IFLA's resource persons.
—¡¡π“‡™‘ßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√¢÷Èπ„π«—π∑’Ë 18-24 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544 ‚§√ß°“√
The program consisted of a three-day study visit in Lao
—¡¡π“π’È¡’ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡∑—Èß ‘Èπ 16 ∑à“π ª√–°Õ∫‰ª¥â«¬ ºŸâ∫√‘À“√ß“πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥
P.D.R. and Thailand, a one day seminar in Bangkok, and a √–¥—∫ Ÿß ·≈–µ—«·∑πÕß§å°√æ—≤π“‡Õ°™π∑’Ë„Àâ°“√ π—∫ πÿπ°“√∫√‘°“√
final day (also in Bangkok) of group discussions to plan for ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë„πª√–‡∑»·∂∫Õ‘π‚¥®’π ´÷Ëß§≥–∑—ÈßÀ¡¥π’È‰¥â‡√‘Ë¡µâπ
the future. Participants were high-ranking library administra- ‚§√ß°“√¥â«¬°“√‡¥‘π∑“ß∑—»π»÷°…“-¥Ÿß“π∫√‘°“√ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë„π
tors and representatives from organizations supporting ª√–‡∑» ªª. ≈“« ·≈–®—ßÀ«—¥„π¿“§Õ’ “π¢Õß‰∑¬‡ªìπ√–¬–‡«≈“∑—Èß ‘Èπ 3
mobile library activities in Indochina.
«—π µ—Èß·µà«—π∑’Ë 19-21 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544 ‚¥¬‡¥‘π∑“ß¢â“¡‡¢µ·¥π ≥.
The group of 16 workshop participants, which included 7 ®—ßÀ«—¥ÀπÕß§“¬ ·≈–‡¢â“‡¬’Ë¬¡™¡‚§√ß°“√ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë¢Õß ªª.
delegates from Indochinese countries, 4 members of the ≈“« ≥. ∫â“πÀ¡“°π“«π“≈àÕß ·≈–∫â“πÀâ«¬‡ ’¬ß À≈—ß®“°π—Èπ ‰¥â·«–
organizing Committee, one oversea resource person, two sec- §â“ß§◊π∑’Ëπ§√‡«’¬ß®—π∑πå °àÕπ‡¥‘π∑“ß°≈—∫°√ÿß‡∑æœ´÷Ëß§≥–ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡

Asia Center

Initiated by the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions ; Regional Office for Asia and Oceania
(IFLA ROAO), the Project, "Mobile Library Services for Sustainable
Development" has been carried out since 1998 to study the
possibility of using the mobile library concept in supporting
sustainable development at the grassroots level. Support for
this project came from the annual subvention provided by IFLA
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retariat and two cameramen, set out from The National Library of Laos' mobile unit visited the school at Ban Maknaonalong.
Bangkok by a overnight train. The destination (Photographed by Namtip Wipawin)
was Lao P.D.R. where two mobile library activities were observed and assessed (Ban
Maknaonalong and Ban Houaxieng). After an
overnight stay in Vientiane, the group crossed
the border back to Thailand and was joined by
another group of 4 observers and one coordinator in Nongkhai. The trip back to Bangkok was
by bus. The group stayed overnight at
Mahasarakham after visiting the University
Library's Mobile Services and the Sirindhorn
Isan Information Center. The last day visit was
for the Chalerm- rajkumari Public Library at
Borabu District, Mahasarakham, and the
National Library Branch at Nakhon Ratchasima
(Chalerm-Prakiet Ro Kao). All libraries visited
were observed and assessed by the participants.
The Seminar Program in Bangkok at the Prince Palace Hotel
— ¡ ¡π“¬— ß ‰¥â ¡’ ‚ Õ°“ ∑— » π»÷ ° …“-¥Ÿ ß “πÀâ Õ ß ¡ÿ ¥ ‡æ‘Ë ¡ ‡µ‘ ¡ „π‡¢µ®— ß À«— ¥
started early in the morning when Dr. Namtip Wipawin, the Project ¡À“ “√§“¡·≈–π§√√“™ ’¡“ Õ“∑‘‡™àπ ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥¡À“«‘∑¬“≈—¬¡À“ “√§“¡,
Director, as the MC invited Dr. Pensri Guaysuwan, Chair of the
∂“∫—π«‘®—¬»‘≈ª–·≈–«—≤π∏√√¡Õ’ “π ‘√‘π∏√, ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡©≈‘¡√“™°ÿ¡“√’Õ”‡¿Õ
Organising Committee, to present the report. Mr. TAKANO Yoshio, ∫√∫◊Õ ·≈–ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ª√–™“™π‡©≈‘¡æ√–‡°’¬√µ‘√. 9
the Japan Foundation representative, was then invited to deliver his
address, followed by the address from the IFLA representative,
°“√ —¡¡π“‡™‘ßªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë„πª√–
Khunying Maenmas Chavalit, who also opened the Seminar and ‡∑»·∂∫Õ‘π‚¥®’π ‰¥â®—¥¢÷Èπ¿“¬À≈—ß®“°°“√∑—»π»÷°…“-¥Ÿß“π ≥. ‚√ß·√¡ª√‘Èπ´å
presented her keynote speech. After a short break, Professor æ“‡≈´ °√ÿß‡∑æ¡À“π§√ √–À«à“ß«—π∑’Ë 22-23 °ÿ¡¿“æ—π∏å 2544 ‚¥¬‡√‘Ë¡µâπ®“°
Thelma Tate of Rutgers University (U.S.A.), Chair of IFLA ¥√. πÈ”∑‘æ¬å «‘¿“«‘π ‰¥â°≈à“«‡™‘≠ ¥√. ‡æÁ≠»√’ °ä«¬ ÿ«√√≥ „π∞“π–ª√–∏“π
Roundtable of Mobile Libraries, introduced IFLA and its mobile §≥–°√√¡°“√¥”‡π‘πß“π °≈à“«√“¬ß“π √ÿª‡°’Ë¬«°—∫§«“¡‡ªìπ¡“¢Õß‚§√ß °“√
library work in a global perspective. The program continued after §ÿ≥ ‚¬™‘‚Õ– ∑“§“‚π– √ÕßºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√ ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ °√ÿß ‡∑æœ „π∞“π–µ—«·∑π
lunch by the presentation of "Experiences from some Neighbor Àπà«¬ß“π∑’Ë„Àâ°“√ π—∫ πÿπ‚§√ß°“√°≈à“«µâÕπ√—∫§≥–ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ —¡¡π“ ·≈–§ÿ≥
Countries" by Mrs. Datin Paduka Shahaneem from the Selangor À≠‘ß·¡âπ¡“ ™«≈‘µ „π∞“π–µ—«·∑π¢Õß Àæ—π∏åœ‰¥â‡ªìπºŸâ°≈à“«ª“∞°∂“π”„π
Public Library (Malaysia), and Mrs. Arunwan Pimpapatanayothin and °“√ —¡¡π“ À≈—ß®“°π—Èπ »®. Thelma Tate ·Ààß ¡. Rutgers À√—∞Õ‡¡√‘°“
Mr. Sopon Sud-iad from the BMA Public Library (Thailand). The late ‰¥â∫√√¬“¬·π–π”‡°’Ë¬«°—∫°“√∑”ß“π¢Õß IFLA ·≈–ß“π∑“ß¥â“πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥
afternoon sessions featured the NGOs that are involved with ‡§≈◊Ë Õ π∑’Ë „ π¡ÿ ¡ ¡Õß√–¥— ∫ “°≈ µ“¡¥â « ¬°“√π”‡ πÕ√“¬ß“π‡°’Ë ¬ «°— ∫
mobile library and related work in the region. The speakers includ- "ª√– ∫°“√≥å¢Õßß“πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë®“°ª√–‡∑»‡æ◊ËÕπ∫â“π" ‚¥¬µ—«·∑π¢Õß
ed Mrs. Chanthasone Inthavong from the Association for Sending Õß§å°√µà“ßÊÕ“∑‘‡™àπ Mrs. Datin Paduka Shahareem ®“°¡“‡≈‡´’¬, §ÿ≥Õ√ÿ≥
Picture Books to Lao Children (Japan), Mrs. WATANABE Sachiko «√√≥ æ‘¡æ“æ—≤π‚¬∏‘π ·≈–§ÿ≥‚ ¿≥ ÿ¥‡Õ’¬¥ ®“°ÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥ª√–™“™π
from the Ohanashi Caravan Center (Japan), and Ms. KAMAKURA °√ÿß‡∑æœ, ·≈–"∫∑∫“∑¢ÕßÕß§å°√‡Õ°™π"‚¥¬§ÿ≥®—π∑»√ Õ‘π∑√å«ß»å ·≈– Mrs.
Sachiko from the Shanti Volunteer Association (Cambodia). The Sachiko Watanabe ®“°≠’ËªÿÉπ ·≈– Ms. Sachiko Kamakura ®“°°—¡æŸ™“
evening session was a reception with buffet dinner and some light ¿“¬À≈—ß®“°°“√ª√–™ÿ¡‡ √Á® ‘Èπ≈ß „πµÕπ‡¬Áπ«—π‡¥’¬«°—ππ—Èπ‰¥â¡’°“√®—¥ß“π
entertainment. Mr. HOMMA Yutaka, Director of the Japan ‡≈’È¬ßµâÕπ√—∫§≥–ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ —¡¡π“µ≈Õ¥®π·¢°ºŸâ¡’‡°’¬√µ‘∑’Ë¡“√à«¡ß“π‚¥¬¡’ §ÿ≥
Foundation, Bangkok joined the party and presented his welcome ¬Ÿ∑“°– Œ¡¡– ºŸâÕ”π«¬°“√ ¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘≠’ËªÿÉπ °√ÿß‡∑æœ °≈à“«µâÕπ√—∫„πß“π‡≈’È¬ß¥—ß
address.
°≈à“«¥â«¬.
The last day of the workshop was for group discussions. Dr.
Sujin Butdhisuwan as the MC invited Dr. Pensri Guaysuwan to sum„π«—π ¥ÿ ∑â“¬¢Õß°“√ —¡¡π“‰¥â¡’°“√·∫àß°≈ÿà¡Õ¿‘ª√“¬ÕÕ°‡ªìπ 5 °≈ÿà¡‚¥¬
24 marize the study visit and introduce the topics for group discus- ·∫àßµ“¡ª√–‡∑»·≈–¿“…“¢ÕßºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ ´÷Ëß„π°“√Õ¿‘ª√“¬π’È ¥√. ÿ®‘π ∫ÿµ√¥’
ÿ«√√≥ ‰¥â‡™‘≠ ¥√. ‡æÁ≠»√’ °ä«¬ ÿ«√√≥ °≈à“«√“¬ß“π √ÿª°“√‡¥‘π∑“ß
J A P A N sion. These topics were collected from "Participation Forms" filled
L E T T E R out by the participants before they came to the workshop. The list
∑—»π»÷°…“-¥Ÿß“π¢ÕßºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡„πª√–‡∑» ªª.≈“«·≈–¿“§Õ’ “π¢Õß‰∑¬µ≈Õ¥
of "Focus Group Discussion Topics/Questions" prepared by 3 «—π∑’Ëºà“π¡“ ·≈–·π–π”À—«¢âÕ„π°“√Õ¿‘ª√“¬°≈ÿà¡¬àÕ¬„π§√—Èßπ’È‚¥¬°“√√«∫√«¡
Professor Thelma Tate, and "Some Draft Concepts on Strategic ®“°·∫∫ Õ∫∂“¡∑’ËºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡°√Õ°°àÕπ°“√‡¥‘π∑“ß¡“√à«¡ª√–™ÿ¡ µ≈Õ¥®π‰¥â¡’

°“√π”‡ πÕÀ—«¢âÕ‡©æ“–„π°“√Õ¿‘ª√“¬¢Õß·µà≈–°≈ÿà¡´÷Ëß¡“®“°√à“ß·π«§«“¡§‘¥
„π°“√«“ß·ºπ‡™‘ß°≈¬ÿ∑∏ ”À√—∫°“√∫√‘À“√ß“πÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë®“° »®.
Thelma Tate ·≈– »®. §ÿ≥À≠‘ß·¡âπ¡“ ™«≈‘µ ‡ªìπ·π«∑“ß„π°“√Õ¿‘ª√“¬
„π§√—Èßπ’È „πµÕπ∑â“¬‰¥â¡’°“√√“¬ß“π¢Õß·µà≈–°≈ÿà¡ ·≈–‰¥â¡’°“√·∫àß°≈ÿà¡„À¡à
¢÷Èπ¡“‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–æŸ¥§ÿ¬ À—«¢âÕÕ◊ËπÊ∑’Ëπà“ π„®Õ“∑‘‡™àπ °“√Õ∫√¡, °“√·ª≈ ·≈–°“√
«“ß·ºπ‡™‘ß°≈¬ÿ∑∏ ´÷ËßÀ≈—ß®“°π—Èπ ¥√. ‡æÁ≠»√’ °ä«¬ ÿ«√√≥ ‰¥â°≈à“« √ÿª

Asia Center

Planning for Mobile Library Services" by Khunying Maenmas
Chavalit, were also distributed as guidelines for discussion.
Participants were suggested to group themselves into five groups
by country / language, and choose a topic to discuss. The results
were then reported to the Seminar by each group representative
and further discussed by all participants. Then 3 projects (training,
translation, and strategic planning) were selected for
further discussion by the 3 groups in the afternoon
sessions. After the reports from the three groups, Dr.
Pensri Guaysuwan then summarized the results of the
workshop and re-affirmed the participants' commitments, she then declared the workshop sessions
closed.
Participants and observers enjoyed the additional programs/papers brought in by fellow participants,
resource persons, and observers. Two mobile library
bus/van were brought to the hotel doorsteps for
inspections. A few video presentations were shown
during the breaks, so many additional papers and
phamplets were handed out, and there were also
demonstrations of reading promotion/story telling
technique .
This workshop provided very good chance for
informal contacts. Many problems/projects were dis-

New design of Klongteuy caravan's mobile van. (Photographed
by WATANABE Sachiko)

ª√–‡¥Áπ∑—ÈßÀ¡¥·≈–¬◊π¬—π°“√∑”ß“π√à«¡°—π°—∫ºŸâ‡¢â“
√à«¡ —¡¡π“µàÕ‰ª ·≈–°≈à“«ªî¥°“√ª√–™ÿ¡„π‡«≈“µàÕ¡“
.

cussed outside the formal sessions. We heard of some old problems which were solved and some new plans were made. In the
final "Evaluation Form", most participants and observers expressed
satisfaction of the workshop. At the conclusion, they agreed to
bring back more ideas in order to develop future projects for their
own countries and for the region. Many commitments were recorded and they will be followed up by the organiser as well as participants and parties concerned.

®“°°“√ª√–™ÿ¡„π§√—Èßπ’È ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡·≈–·¢°ºŸâ¡’
‡°’¬√µ‘‰¥â√—∫§«“¡‡æ≈‘¥‡æ≈‘π®“°√“¬°“√∑’Ë¡’‡æ‘Ë¡‡µ‘¡
¢÷Èπ ‰¡à«à“®–‡ªìπ‡Õ° “√∑’Ë‰¥â¡’°“√·®°„ÀâºŸâ¡“ª√–™ÿ¡
√∂µŸâ·≈–√∂∫— ∑’Ë¥—¥·ª≈ß‡ªìπÀâÕß ¡ÿ¥‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë ®”π«π
2 §—π ®“°¡Ÿ≈π‘∏‘ ‘°¢“‡Õ‡™’¬ ·≈–»“≈“«à“°“√°√ÿß
‡∑æ¡À“π§√ ‰¥â∂°Ÿ π”¡“®—¥· ¥ß ≥. ∫√‘‡«≥≈“π®Õ¥
√∂¢Õß‚√ß·√¡‡æ◊ËÕ„ÀâºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ª√–™ÿ¡·≈–ª√–™“™π
∑—Ë«‰ª‰¥â¡’‚Õ°“ ·«–‡¬’Ë¬¡™¡ √«¡∑—Èß „π√–À«à“ß∑’Ë¡’
°“√æ—°√—∫ª√–∑“πÕ“À“√«à“ß∑“ß§≥–ºŸâ¥”‡π‘πß“π‰¥â¡’
°“√®— ¥ ©“¬«’ ¥’ ∑— » πå ‡ °’Ë ¬ «°— ∫ ß“π∫√‘ ° “√Àâ Õ ß ¡ÿ ¥
‡§≈◊ËÕπ∑’Ë·≈–°‘®°√√¡Õ◊ËπÊ Õ—π‰¥â·°à °“√ “∏‘µ°“√ àß
‡ √‘¡°“√Õà“π·≈–°“√‡≈à“π‘∑“π¢ÕßÀπà«¬ß“πÕß§å°√
æ—≤π“‡Õ°™π∑’Ë¥”‡π‘πß“π„πª√–‡∑»·∂∫Õ‘π‚¥®’π„π§√—Èßπ’È¥â«¬ ¥—ßπ—Èπ Õ“®°≈à“«
‰¥â«à“ °“√ª√–™ÿ¡ —¡¡π“„π§√—Èßπ’Èª√– ∫§«“¡ ”‡√Á®µ“¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬∑’Ë‰¥â«“ß‰«â„π
Õ—π∑’Ë®–‡ªî¥‚Õ°“ Õ—π¥’„π°“√µ‘¥µàÕ-ª√– “πß“π ·≈–·≈°‡ª≈’Ë¬π§«“¡√Ÿâª√– ∫°“√≥å¢Õßß“π∑’Ë∑”√à«¡°—π ´÷Ëßªí≠À“µà“ßÊ∑’Ë‡§¬ —Ëß ¡„πÕ¥’µ°Á‰¥â√—∫°“√
·°â‰¢‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’ µ≈Õ¥®π‰¥â‡°‘¥·π«§«“¡§‘¥„À¡àÊ¢÷Èπ®“°°“√ª√–™ÿ¡§√—Èßπ’È¥â«¬ 25
‡™àπ°—π ·≈–ºŸâ‡¢â“√à«¡ —¡¡π“∑ÿ°§π°ÁÀ«—ß‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¬‘Ëß∑’Ë®–π”‡Õ“·π«§«“¡§‘¥ J A P A N
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1. Concept of the Program
The "Echigo Tsumari Art Triennial 2000" is titled
çEarthy Art Festivalé covering a spacious ground of 760
sq.km. combining 6 munipalicities within the Echigo Tsumari
regions. This Art Festival was held for 53 days during last
year from 20th July through 10th September , 2000.
This Art Festival is one implementation of the "Echigo

1. ·π«§‘¥
"‡Õ™‘‚ß– ´ÿ¡–Õ–√‘ Art Triennale 2000" ‡ªìπ "‡∑»°“≈»‘≈ªá·Ààß
º◊π¥‘π" ∑’Ë¬‘Ëß„À≠à§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡æ◊Èπ∑’Ë 760 µ“√“ß°‘‚≈‡¡µ√„π‡¢µ™π∫∑¢Õß
Õ”‡¿Õ µ”∫≈ ·≈–À¡Ÿà∫â“π 6 ·Ààß„π‡Õ™‘‚ß– ´ÿ¡–Õ–√‘ ´÷Ëß®—¥¢÷Èπ‡ªìπ‡«≈“ 53
«—πµ—Èß·µà«—π∑’Ë 20 °√°Æ“§¡ ∂÷ß 10 °—π¬“¬πªï∑’Ë·≈â«
‡∑»°“≈»‘≈ª–π’È‡ªìπÀπ÷Ëß„π "·π«§‘¥ √âÕ¬»‘≈ªá ‡Õ™‘‚ß– ´ÿ¡–√‘" Õ—π
‡ªìπ·π«§‘¥‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ¡“µ√°“√ àß‡ √‘¡∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ·∂∫π’È∑’Ë¡’ªí≠À“ª√–™“°√

çEchigo-Terrestrial Art Festival 2000é for rural Areas'invigoratior
†ç‡∑»°“≈»‘≈ªá·Ààßº◊π¥‘πé †‡æ◊ËÕ°“√°√–µâÿπ™π∫∑
Tsumari Art Necklace Project" based upon the promotional
idea, the implementation of which might solve the problems
of decreasing population and of recessive community
strength, caused by the modernization in Japan.
Although the national policy that entailed the population
centralization in big cities, combined with the negligence of
agricultural toil landed, became one cause of the recessive
community strength, this area is still capable of maintaining
its extraordinary character. This is due to the maintenance of
their nature-oriented life-style, which has been nurtured
through ages of an agriculture-oriented way of life, and
through the influence of nature's beautiful environment
absorbed into their daily activities.
Surrounded by the voiced warnings on the crisis of the
global environment, searches for new methods to live with
nature are going on energetically at this moment all over the
world. The perception that points out the necessity to review
the time and space consuming nature of land movement
while the soil is being utilized, is the most indispensable
asset of this community now, and it should be the base or
landmark upon which this project was conceived.
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"Human beings are a part of nature" is designated as
the main theme. The "Echigo Tsumari Art Necklace Project"
used the natural environment of this rural area as its background. The 6 rural communities involved were assigned to
planning and operating their own communities independently, while contributing to the mutual support for each other.
Such projects for public utility purposes as the creation of
public parks, or construction of building for public use, road
construction and provision of road signs, are to be included
according to the basic line of each community. Besides,
these projects must be implemented through a farsighted
vision with emphasis on, and awareness of, the impact on
human emotions. These characters of the projects shall get
impulsive responses from the community people and their
paticipation. The outcomes of such projects shall be displayed at the Art Triennial Festival, which will be held every 3
years.

‡∫“∫“ß ·≈–°“√∂¥∂Õ¬¢Õßæ≈—ß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ ∑à“¡°≈“ß°“√æ—≤π“ Ÿà¬ÿ§„À¡à
¢Õß≠’ËªÉÿπ
∂÷ß·¡â«à“π‚¬∫“¬√—∞®–∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√√«¡µ—«¢Õßª√–™“°√„π‡¡◊Õß
„À≠à ·≈–°“√∑Õ¥∑‘Èß‡°…µ√°√√¡ ∑”„Àâæ≈—ß·Ààß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ‡ ◊ËÕ¡∂Õ¬ ·µà¥‘π
·¥π·∂∫π’È°Á¬—ß “¡“√∂∏”√ß‰«â´÷Ëß≈—°…≥–æ‘‡»… §◊Õ «‘∂’∑“ß∑’Ë®–Õ¬Ÿà√à«¡°—∫
∏√√¡™“µ‘∑’Ë‡æ“–∫à¡¡“®“°Õ“™’æ‡°…µ√°√√¡ ·≈–§«“¡ß¥ß“¡¢Õß¿Ÿ¡‘∑—»πå
¢Õß™’«‘µª√–®”«—π„π™π∫∑∑’Ë‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ
∑à“¡°≈“ß‡ ’¬ß‡µ◊Õπ‡√◊ËÕß«‘°ƒµ°“√≥å¢Õß ¿“æ·«¥≈âÕ¡∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ ∑—Ë«
‚≈°°”≈—ß§âπÀ“«‘∂’∑“ß„À¡à∑’Ë®–Õ¬Ÿà√à«¡°—∫∏√√¡™“µ‘‡™àπ„πªí®®ÿ∫—π §«“¡
§‘¥∑’Ë«à“πà“®–¡’°“√∑∫∑«π°“√„™â‡«≈“·≈–æ◊Èπ∑’ËÕ—π‰¥â¡“®“°º◊π·ºàπ¥‘π π’Ë
·À≈–§◊Õ ¡∫—µ‘Õ—πª√–¡“≥§à“¡‘‰¥â¢Õß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ ·≈–§«√∑’Ë®–„™â ‘Ëßπ’È‡ªìπ®ÿ¥
‡√‘Ë¡µâπ∑’Ë®–√à«¡°—π§‘¥°—πµàÕ‰ª ‡ªìπæ◊Èπ∞“π¢Õß·π«§‘¥Õ—ππ’È
À—«¢âÕÀ≈—°∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥‰«â«à“ "¡πÿ…¬å‡ªìπ à«πÀπ÷Ëß¢Õß∏√√¡™“µ‘"
"·π«§‘¥ √âÕ¬»‘≈ªá ‡Õ™‘‚ß– ´ÿ¡–Õ–√‘" ®–„™â∏√√¡™“µ‘¢Õß™π∫∑π’È‡ªìπ
·∫§°√“«πå ·≈â«„Àâ Õ”‡¿Õ µ”∫≈ ·≈–À¡Ÿà∫â“π∑—Èß 6 ·Ààß«“ß·ºπ°“√
®—¥°“√‡¡◊Õß°—πÕ¬à“ßÕ‘ √– ·µà„π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π°Á àß‡ √‘¡´÷Ëß°—π·≈–°—π ‚¥¬
®–¡’‚§√ß°“√¥â“π “∏“√≥Ÿª‚¿§ ‡™àπ «π “∏“√≥– ‘Ëß°àÕ √â“ß‡æ◊ËÕ
“∏“√≥ª√–‚¬™πå ∂ππ ªÑ“¬ ‡ªìπµâπ ‡≈’¬∫‰ª°—∫∂ππ “¬À≈—°¢Õß∑âÕß
∂‘Ëπ ·≈–¡’°“√¥”‡π‘π°“√Õ¬à“ß¡’«‘ —¬∑—»πå√–¬–¬“« ‡πâπ„π‡√◊ËÕß°“√
°√–∑∫Õ“√¡≥å¢Õß¡πÿ…¬å„Àâ¡“°∑’Ë ÿ¥‡∑à“∑’Ë®–‡ªìπ‰ª‰¥â ´÷Ëß ‘Ëß‡À≈à“π’È®–‡ªìπ
·√ß°√–µÿâπ„Àâ™ÿ¡™π„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ‰¥â¡’ à«π√à«¡ ·≈â«π”º≈ß“π‡À≈à“π—Èπ¡“
‡ πÕ°—π„πß“π Art Triennale Õ—π‡ªìπ°“√®—¥ß“π 3 ªï§√—Èß
Ilya & Emilia Kabakov (Russia)
Five S culture on the Moutain Where the Rice Grown. Matsudai Town  S.ANZAI

2. »‘≈ªîπ
≈—°…≥–æ‘‡»…¢Õß¡“µ√°“√ àß‡ √‘¡∑âÕß∂‘Ëππ’È§◊Õ °“√¡’»‘≈ªîπ‡¢â“√à«¡ß“π
¡“°¡“¬ ¡’»‘≈ªîπ (∫“ß à«π‡ªìπ ∂“ªπ‘°) ‡¢â“√à«¡∂÷ß 140 §π®“° 32 ª√–‡∑»
∑”‰¡®÷ßµâÕß‡ªìπ»‘≈ªîπ §”µÕ∫°Á§◊Õ :
(°) "»‘≈ªîπ®–§âπæ∫"
20 ªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“ »‘≈ªîπ‰¥â¡’º≈ß“π‡°’Ë¬«°—∫ªí≠À“µà“ßÊ ≈à«ßÀπâ“ ‰¡à«à“®–‡ªìπ
ªí≠À“»“ π“ ‡™◊ÈÕ™“µ‘ ªí≠À“‡Àπ◊Õ„µâ ‰ª®π∂÷ßªí≠À“∑’Ë‡°’Ë¬«°—∫Õ“√¬∏√√¡
·≈–§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà„πªí®®ÿ∫—π Õ¬à“ß ªí≠À“‡√◊ËÕß‡æ» §«“¡‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß¢Õß™’«‘µ
§«“¡‡ªìπÕ¬Ÿà ‰«√— ¬ÿ§¡—≈µ‘¡’‡¥’¬ —ß§¡·∫∫‡§√◊Õ¢à“¬ µ≈Õ¥®πªí≠À“ ‘Ëß
·«¥≈âÕ¡¢Õß‚≈° ´÷Ëß»‘≈ªîπ®–¡’º≈ß“π∑’ËµàÕµâ“π°√–· ∑’Ë‡ªìπ¡“µ√∞“π‚≈°
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2. The Artists
A special character of this rural community's development
measures is its attractiveness that drew numerous participating
artists. There are as many as 140 (some of them are architects by
profession) from 32 countries. Why are so many artists involved
and why should the participants be artists? The answer is:
A) "Artists can find out"
Through the past 20 years, it has been the artists' works
showing their farsighted discoveries of various problems, be it religious problems, the north-south difference problem, or the problems concerning civilization and the present living conditions, such
as sex problems, the changes of daily life conditions, the discovery of viruses, the state of multi-media era, the social network conditions as well as the global environmental deterioration. Artists'
works show their ideas against such global standard deteriorating
problems, by emphasizing the variety of human beings, the unique
style of the terrestrial formatted movement by itself through time,
the differences of life-style cultures, etc. Moreover, these artists
have similarly deserted their white cubicle Art Galleries and created
their site-specific works in the cities and urban communities, while
the confrontation against the modern time civilization problems is
going on. What are the discoveries of these artists, when they
enter the rural areas?
B) "Artists collaborate with others"
The land where artists create and expose their art works
belongs to other people. In order that their discoveries from moving around and learning new things can be materialistically applicable, they must be displayed with explanations thereof and be recognized by the community people. It is important that there are
some resistances against them or if some different views on the
same issue are considered to be important. At such place there
will be disputes. Contradiction and disputes shall stimulate outspoken impulses among the local people of the community. Or, in
another way, the knowledge gained by artists on the community
shall link them towards the local materials, the methods of production traditional practices. That shall enable artists to create works
with the local people. Numerous artists have been successful in
opening their workshops and joining hands with the community,
that have led to building a route reaching the public.
3. Let us have a look at some of the successes in this field:
1) The Shinano River, which is the source of water for JR
Yamanote Line, is now dried up, its meandering waterway has
turned into a straight line. Mr.ISOBE Yukihisa made efforts to bring
it back to its good old day's state. Owners of 28 farmlands in the
area had initially protested against this plan, but later they reached
an understanding, and whole-heartedly excerted their supporting
efforts. The sight of 700 yellow poles installed at every interval of
5 meters along the distance of 3.5 km had stunned everybody who
had seen them. And looking at the fresh and green rice ears in
the fields where these yellow poles stand, it has reminded the
aged people of stories of bygone days when they used to angle up

Marina Abramovic (Former Yugoslavia) Dream House
Matsuyama Town  S.ANZAI

(Global Standard) ‡À≈à“π—Èπ ‚¥¬„Àâ§«“¡ ”§—≠°—∫ §«“¡À≈“°À≈“¬¢Õß
¡πÿ … ¬å ‡«≈“∑’Ë ‡ §≈◊Ë Õ π‰ª„π·∫∫¢Õßµ— « ‡Õß¢Õßº◊ π ¥‘ π §«“¡·µ°µà “ ß¢Õß
«—≤π∏√√¡°“√„™â™’«‘µ ‡ªìπµâπ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ ‡À≈à“»‘≈ªîπ¬—ß‰¥âæ“°—πÕÕ°¡“®“°
ÀÕ»‘≈ªá À√◊Õ·°≈‡≈Õ√’Ë ∑’Ë‡ªìπ≈Ÿ°∫“»°å ’¢“« (White Cube) ∑’Ë‡À¡◊Õπ Ê °—πÀ¡¥
¡“ √â“ß √√§åº≈ß“π·∫∫ Sight Specific °—π„π‡¡◊Õß „π™ÿ¡™π ∑à“¡°≈“ß°“√
‡º™‘≠Àπâ“°—∫ªí≠À“¢ÕßÕ“√¬∏√√¡ªí®®ÿ∫—π‡™àππ—Èπ ‡À≈à“»‘≈ªîπ‡¡◊ËÕ‡¢â“¡“„π
™π∫∑ ‡¢“®–§âπæ∫Õ–‰√
(¢) "»‘≈ªîπ®–√à«¡·√ß√à«¡„®°—π"
∑’Ë∑’Ë»‘≈ªîπ®– √â“ß·≈–®—¥«“ßº≈ß“π‡ªìπ∑’Ë¥‘π¢Õß§πÕ◊Ëπ ‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë»‘≈ªîπ®–
∑”„Àâ ‘Ëß∑’Ëµπ‡Õß‰¥â§âπæ∫ ®“°°“√‰¥â‡¥‘π ‰¥â‡√’¬π√Ÿâπ—Èπ‡ªìπ®√‘ß¢÷Èπ¡“ ®–µâÕß¡’
°“√Õ∏‘∫“¬ ·≈–∑”„ÀâºŸâ§π„π™ÿ¡™ππ—Èπ¬Õ¡√—∫ °“√‡°‘¥°“√µàÕµâ“πÀ√◊Õ§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°
·ª≈°·¬°°Á‡ªìπ ‘Ëß ”§—≠ ≥ ∑’Ëπ—Ëπ®–‡°‘¥°“√∂°‡∂’¬ß °“√∂°‡∂’¬ß ¢—¥·¬âß®–
√â“ß„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√‡ªî¥ª“°¢Õß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ À√◊Õ«à“°“√‡√’¬π√Ÿâ¢Õß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ®–‡™◊ËÕ¡‚¬ß‰ª Ÿà
«—µ∂ÿ¥‘∫ «‘∏’°“√º≈‘µ ·≈–¢π∫∏√√¡‡π’¬¡°“√ªØ‘∫—µ‘¢Õß∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ ∑”„Àâ “¡“√∂
√â“ßº≈ß“π√à«¡°—π‰¥â »‘≈ªîπ¡“°¡“¬‰¥â√à«¡ªØ‘∫—µ‘°“√·≈– √â“ß √√§åº≈ß“π
√à«¡°—π°—∫™ÿ¡™π ‡°‘¥‡ªìπ«ß®√ àŸ§«“¡‡ªìπ “∏“√≥ª√–‚¬™πå¢÷Èπ
3. ≈Õß¡“¥Ÿº≈ß“π∫“ß à«πµàÕ‰ªπ’È
1.·¡àπÈ”™‘π“‚π–‡ªìπ·À≈àßπÈ”¢Õß√∂‰ø “¬¬“¡“‚π–‡µ– ¢Õß∫√‘…—∑√∂‰ø
JR ·µàªí®®ÿ∫—ππ’ÈπÈ”‰¥â‡À◊Õ¥·Àâß πÕ°®“°π—Èπ “¬πÈ”∑’Ë‡§¬§¥‡§’È¬«°Á°≈“¬‡ªìπ
‡ âπµ√ß §ÿ≥¬ÿ°‘Œ‘ – Õ‘‚´‡∫– æ¬“¬“¡∑’Ë®–‡ª≈’Ë¬π “¬πÈ”π—Èπ„Àâ°≈—∫‡ªìπ¿“æ§√—Èß
„πÕ¥’µÕ’°§√—Èß ‡®â“¢Õß‡√◊Õ° «π‰√àπ“„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëππ’È 28 §π°Á§—¥§â“π„πµÕπ·√°
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∑ÿ° Ê 5 ‡¡µ√µ≈Õ¥√–¬–∑“ß 3.5 °‘‚≈‡¡µ√∑”„ÀâºŸâ§πµâÕßµ–≈÷ß „π∑à“¡°≈“ß√«ß J A P A N
¢â“« ’‡¢’¬«¢®’∑’Ë¡’‡ “ ’‡À≈◊Õßªí°Õ¬Ÿà §π·°à‰¥â‡≈à“∂÷ß§«“¡À≈—ß§√—Èß∑’Ë‡§¬µ°ª≈“ L E T T E R
øÿπ–‡≈Á° Ê ‰¥â„Àâ‡¥Á° Ê ·≈–≈Ÿ°À≈“πøíß
2.„π∑’Ë∑’Ëª√–™“°√‡∫“∫“ß ∫â“π√â“ß°Á¡’¡“° §ÿ≥¡“√’π“ Õ—∫√“‚¡«‘™ ®÷ß‰¥â„™â
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tiny crucian carp from the fields, to tell their children and grandchildren.
2) In the area where population is decreasing, there are more
deserted houses. Ms. Marina Abramovic (from former Yugoslavia)
chose one of these houses and changed it into a guest house
operated by the community. Guests take algae-mixed baths,
choose colors of rooms, (red, yellow, light blue and purple), sleep
on beds made for meditation purpose, and take notes of the
dreams they have at the place in the "Dream Book" so that there
will be further stories to tell to the later generations. Although the
community's administration is supervised by its members, the
opportunity that is opened for joint cooperation and for meeting
new people, has stimulated the aged members of the community
to become awakened with alertness.

∫â“π√â“ßÀ≈—ßÀπ÷Ëß‡ªìπ∫â“πæ—°∑’Ë™ÿ¡™π
√à«¡°—π∫√‘À“√ß“π Õ“∫πÈ” “À√à“¬
(Aroma Bath) ‡≈◊Õ°ÀâÕß ’µà“ß Ê
(·¥ß ‡À≈◊Õß øÑ“ ¡à«ß) πÕπ‡µ’¬ß
”À√—∫∑” ¡“∏‘ ·≈â«∫—π∑÷°§«“¡Ωíπ∑’Ë
π—Ëπ‰«â„π " ¡ÿ¥Ωíπ" ‡æ◊ËÕ∑’Ë®–„Àâ¡’°“√
‡≈à“¢“π ◊∫‰ª ·¡â«à“°“√∫√‘À“√ß“π
®–¥”‡π‘π°“√‚¥¬ºŸâ§π„π™ÿ¡™π ·µà
§«“¡‡ªìπ ‘Ëß∑’Ë∑”√à«¡°—π ·≈–°“√‰¥â
—ß √√§å°—∫ºŸâ§π„À¡à Ê ∑”„ÀâºŸâ Ÿß
Õ“¬ÿ¢Õß™ÿ¡™π‡°‘¥§«“¡µ◊Ëπµ—«
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‘Ëß‡À≈à“π’È‰¥â‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ¡“°°«à“√âÕ¬
·Ààß

4."‡Õ™‘‚ß– ´ÿ¡–Õ–√‘ Art TrienSuch happenings have occurred and been recognized at more nale" π’È‰¥â‡ªî¥∑“ß„Àâ°—∫»—°¬¿“æ
than 100 places.
¡“°¡“¬
4. "Echigo Tsumari Art Trienniale" has paved the way for the
À“°®–°≈à“«‡©æ“–ß“π»‘≈ªá (°)
future of the region by showing its capacities and the positive ben- ‡ªì π §√—È ß ·√°∑’Ë ¡’ ‡ ∑»°“≈»‘ ≈ ªá √ –¥— ∫
efits to the community, the land and the artists.
π“π“™“µ‘‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ„π∑’Ë∑’Ë‰¡à„™à‡¡◊Õß„À≠à
This is the first time an international art festival held outside (¢) ¡’ºŸâ§π¡“‡¬’Ë¬¡‡¬◊Õπ∑âÕß∑’ËÕ—π
urban communities. A crowd of visitors came to this spacious °«â“ß„À≠à∑’Ë‡°◊Õ∫®–‡√’¬°«à“‡ªìπ°“√¡“ªî°π‘°°—π Õ—π‡ªìπ°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π√Ÿª·∫∫¢Õß
area, so large that it seemed they were here for a picnic. And this π‘∑√√»°“√»‘≈ª– (§) »‘≈ªîπ°Á “¡“√∂ √â“ß»‘≈ª–√Ÿª·∫∫„À¡à®“°°“√ √â“ß √√§å
is another change of form when speaking of art exhibitions. Artists º≈ß“π„π∏√√¡™“µ‘¢Õß™π∫∑ œ≈œ
can create new patterns of art work in natural setting and the rural
„π¥â“π«—≤π∏√√¡ ‚§√ß°“√∑’Ë™ÿ¡™π„π∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ¡’ à«π√à«¡π’È “¡“√∂‡™◊ËÕ¡
area of the country.
‚¬ßºŸâ§π„πÕ”‡¿Õ µ”∫≈ ·≈–À¡Ÿà∫â“π„π«ß°«â“ß‰¥â
Speaking of cultural responses, the projects that draw cooper¥ÿ ∑â“¬ „π¥â“π¢Õß»—°¬¿“æ„À¡à Ê ‚§√ß°“√π’È¡’Õ“ “ ¡—§√ ºŸâ‡™’Ë¬«™“≠
ation from the local people in the community can link
¡“°¡“¬‡¢â“¡“¡’ à«π√à«¡ Õ—π
people and localities in this large area and districts
‡ªìπ°“√· ¥ß∂÷ß»—°¬¿“æ¢Õß
together, forming a wider circle of acquaintances.
»‘≈ª– ·≈–»—°¬¿“æ¢Õß‡§√◊Õ
Finally, in view of the newly developed capacities,
¢à“¬∑’Ë°â“«¢â“¡¢Õ∫‡¢µ¢Õß«—¬
this Project is equipped with numerous volunteers and
™π™—Èπ §«“¡‡™’Ë¬«™“≠ ·≈–
experts who are pleased to participate in it, indicating
∑âÕß∂‘Ëπ
the potentiality of Arts and of its networks that
°“√∑¥≈Õß§√—ßÈ π’È ‰¡à‡æ’¬ß
ignores any border lines and can overcome the barriers
ºŸâ § π„π∑â Õ ß∂‘Ë π π—È π ·µà ¬— ß
of differences in age, and social class.
‡ªìπ°“√°√–µÿâπ§«“¡ π„®¢Õß
This trial has brought wide stimulating effects
ºŸâ § π¡“°¡“¬∑’Ë Õ ¬Ÿà „ π¬ÿ § ∑’Ë
beyond the limit of the community. It has stimulated
‡À¡◊ Õ π∂Ÿ ° ªî ¥ µ“¬®“°‚≈°
many more people who are living in this age of block¿“¬πÕ° ∑”„Àâ¡’ºŸâ§π¡“‡¬’Ë¬¡
ade, so it has encouraged more and more outsiders
™¡º≈ß“π„π™π∫∑·¡â°√–∑—Ëß
to visit and appreciate this rural community's success- KAWAMATA Tadashi (Japan) MATSUNOYAMA INSTALLATION
‡¥’Î¬«π’È
es.
Matsunoyama Town  S.ANZAI
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